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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE AND BACKGROUND

The objective of this program is to define the response and failure
characteristics of solid propellant rocket motors when subjected to transient
thermal conditions representing air launched operational environments. A
further goal of this program is to provide data useful for aiding in the estab-
lislunent of procedures for air launched rocket surveillance programs.

This program was conducted by Thiokol Corporation, Huntsville
Division, Huntsville. Alabama, for the Air Force Systems Command, Air
Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, California,
under Contract F04611-73-C-0015.

Traditionally, the effects of temperature on a solid propellant rocket
motor are evaluated for conditions that correspond to storage at various am-
bient conditions (e. g., -65 to 165 0 F). Propellant ballistics, grain structural
integrity, bond systems, etc., are investigated by conditioning the motor to
specified temperatures and then performing inspections and/or static firings.
Effects of transporting the motor from one temperature environment to an-
other are simulated by cycling the temperature in the conditioning device be-
tween specified limits at a certain rate of change. With the advent of new
high speed aircraft that carry missiles externally and exposed to aerodynamic
heating, a new dimension of temperaturu extremes has been introduced. The

X velocities of these new aircraft are aufficient to produce air recovery tem-
peratures as high as 700 0 F. Since these high velocities may be encountered
at both high and low altitudes, resulting in vastly different local air pressures
(and thus heat transfer coefficients), it becomes more involved to simulate
the heating en- ironments to which a motor might be exposed. An additional
complication is the fact that the motor is returned to its original storage en-
virorunent, (a cycle that can be repeated several times before the motor is
fired), whereas the normal temperature evaluation permits the motor to be
exposed to a given environment for several hours.

SCOPE

Air launched operational environments normally consist of four

parts: transportation, ground storage, flight line readiness storage, and air
carry during flight on the airplane. This program was primarily concerned
with actual I'ight on the airplane, but also cmiidered the varying starting
and end temperatures from two storage conditions, i.,e, , ground and flight
line readiness. The reason that this program was concerned wvith the air
carry regime was the current inability to mathematically analyze the -trut tur-
al behavior of a propell-ant grain under transient thermal conditions.F 1
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The Maverick motor, AGM-65A, was used as a test bed on this pro-
gram. No time-temperature schedule derived from Maverick mission pro-
viles would cause motor failure. Therefore, future Air Force mission pro-
files for other motor designs which would cause failure in the Maverick mo-
tor were used on this program. One motor with a slightly modified mandrel,
to allow location of strain gages, was instrumented and cast. In addition, a

second and third motor with simple grain geometries were instrumented and
cast with the Maverick case and propellant.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

An overview of the program is shown on Figure 1. As shown, the

program was basically divided into four areas of investigation; Aeroheat
Analysis, Testing, Data Analysis, and Program Evaluation. To accomplish
the program in a logical manner, these areas of investigation were further
divided into seven basic tasks as follows:

Task One - Mission Profile Analysis and Aeroheat Severity Study

Time-temperature schedules will be selected from present and pro-
jected Air Force mission profiles. A non-instrumented motor will be sub-
jected to these schedules to determine when failure occurs.

Task Two - Motor Manufacture and Propellant Characterization

Three Maverick motors will be instrumented and cast. The propel-
lant wvill be characterized.

Task Th-ee - Aeroheat Mission Simulation (Motor #1)

The first instrumented motor will be snbjected to the five schedules
selected in Task One and cycled to failure.

_Task Four - Simulation of Aeroheat Conditions (Motors #2 and 13)

The maximum stresses and strains encountered in the aerodynamic
heating schedules on the first instrumented motor will be reproduced in the
second and third instrumented motors by equilibrium temperature cycling.

Task Five - Failure Verification (Motors #2 and #3)

The second and third instrumented motors will be cycled to failure
using equilibrium temperature cycling. The remaining non-instrumented
motors will also be cycled to failure, to obtain a failure distribution curve.

Task Six - Dissection and Stress Analyses

The motors will be dissected, propellant tested and stress analyses
| run. Margins of safety for this motor will be computed.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Task Seven -Program Evaluation

The status of the simulation of the air launch environment will be
assessed.

Thus, the program consisted of initially defining and selecting ap-
propriate mission profiles. Each profile was analyzed with respect to the
thermal environment it imposes which was then used to conduct a stress
analysia to determine the severity of that profile. Six missions were selected
for fu' '.her evaluation to determine not only which missions were the most
sevei it, :'elation to each other, but also how they rank with respect to
prope*.lhpt capability. The transient thermal viscoelastic computer code
(THVINC) was used to generate predictions of stress and strain levels
characteristic of the selected mission profiles. Five time-temperature
schedules were selected, in order of increasing severity, as a result of the
analysis of the mission profiles. To guard against a failure occurring within
the first several cycles with only a limited amount of information being
obtained, a two motor test program was initiated. The first uninstrumented
was subjected to only thirteen tests since a possible liner failure by high
temperature reversion was susp~ected. The second uninstrumented motor
was then tested. This motor was subjected to 37 aeroheat tests without failure.
Three instrumented motors were then tested. A total of 50 aeroheat tests was
conducted on instrumented motors. An unbond failure was detected in IM#2
in the early phases of its testing. This prompted a deviation frorn the
original test program plan and IM#3 was tested to fully obtain the structural
response of the CP configuration to the aeroheat loads. The third motor
(IM# 1) was also aeroheat tested to determine the structural response of the
star configuration.

An analysis of the aeroheat data indicated that the aeroheat induced
stre.ss and strains were short duration phenomena and a function of initial
motor temperature. It was obvious that these data could not be reproduced
through equilibrium temperature cycling ana it was, therefore, decided to
establish a simulated cycle which could possibly produce a similar stress
level as a function of temperature without an appreciable compromise on
the strain level. Two of the motors (IM#l and IM#3) were tested using the
selected cycle. The instrumented motors were removed Crom this test seri~es
after the twelfth test and were then dissected, the propellant tested, and stress
analysis run. Cgnsiderable changes in the output of the normal and clip
gages were seen to occur near the end of the simulation tests which could
indicate significant degradation of the motor. The results of the dissection
of these motors indicated that much of the changes were due to changes
within themselves.

At this time, the data gathered during the program were interpreted
which required consideration of each aspect that could induce errors or
shifts in those data. The overall program was then evaluated with respect
to methodology and procedure used and assessments made as to necessity
and worth of aeroheat simulation.

4



TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AIR LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Requirements

Before proceeding into a discussion of the mission profiles selected
and analyzed for relative severity levels, a review of the requirements im-
posed upon this study by the program objectives is in order. Inasmuch as

hc prime objective. is to define response and failure characteristics under
conditions relating to air launched operational environments, some definition
of air launched operational environments is necessary. As previously stated,
these environments consist of four parts: transportation, ground storage,
flight readiness storage, and air carry during flight on the airplane. These
environments are considered and incorporated into the missile surveillk!nce
plans in terms of standard tests. Of course, all standardized testing can
come under some degree of scrutinization with respe-t to their relevance
with real life environments. This is particularly true of thermal testing,
since the stress and strain fields set up under an aeroheat environment may
not remotely resemble the stress and strain fields under equilibrium condi-
tions at the two extremes of an aeroheat cycle.

Of the four aforementioned air launched environments, the least is
known about the mechanical behavior of the propellant grain during air carry.
Some work had, of course, been done in this area; however, attempts to re-
late types of missions in terms of severity with response and failure charac-
teristics are meager. This is the area then in which this progra7-.L concen-
trated by attempting to define failure probability as function of th.: number of
air carry missions.

To define structural response and failure characteristicý as a func-
tion of air carry, one must first define plausible aircraft mission profile for
\ hich a motor might be subjected. Then these must be analyzed with respect
to the transient thermal conditions which are produced in the motor as the
niissions progresses. To accomplish this, special computer codes are re-
quired such as THVINC which performs stress and strain calculations for

transient thermal conditions. The results of analyzing the severity level ofielected mission profiles by use of the THVINC cede is discussed in the next
few sections followed by a discussion of the initial result of the aeroheat
testing of an uninstrumented motor.

Mission Review and Selection

Essentially, two sources of projected Air Force mission profiles are
available. The first is information generated by the Severe Envir- .nental
Air Launch Stu'y (SEALS), RPference 1, which projects extremely high re-
covery temperatures and heating rates on pylon mounted missiles. These
missions can be considered as extremes since it is unlikely that higher air-
craft velocities will be efficiently achieved with a "dirty" aircraft confl6ura-

5
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tion. The second source is the "Determination of Aircraft Missile
Environment" (DAME), Reference Z, study which is a current study related
to F-1ll aircraft capability. These two sources coupled with consultation
with AFRPL have provided the information necessary to select the required
five mission profiles.

Although the mission profiles as defined in those studies appear to
show a great degree of variance from one to another, they have little mean-
ing until converted into missile skin recovery temperature and heating rate
coefficient schedules with time. The schedules are included in the DAME re-
port and will not be reproduced here. In the SEALS report, these are not
given; however, they can be simply calculated. The total heat flux to the mis-
silo skin due to convective heating is defined as:

q = h (Taw - Tw)

Where Ii is the heat transfer coefficient, Taw is the recovery temperature
number, and altitude can be calculated using either the Schmidt, Reference
3, and/or Eckert, Reference 4, techniques which are based on Reynolds
analogy and an empirical skin friction coefficient. These methods are well
recognized and need no further explanation, The value of Taw is obtained
Crom the expression:

Taw =T +r(To-TT)

\Vhcre Tog is static temperature, To is total temperature, and r is the recov-
ery factor which is equal to the cubic root of the Prandtl number for turbu-
lent flow. Note that the heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the mass
flux (i. e., density times velocity) at the outer edge of the boundary layer to
the 0. 8 power. Thus, a most meaningful method for expressing the heat
transfer coefficient is in terms of mass flux. Therefore, this becomes the
logical method for reducing the mission profiles and it also relates directly
to facility flow requirements. The recovery temperature schedule becomes
the desired facility air temperature schedule.

The mission profiles described in the SEALS and DAME study are
delicted in terms of local adiabatic wall temperature and mass flux on Figure

ý .In addition to these profiles, another which will be referred to as HSM
was added to the list by the AFRPL. This profile is also presented on the
same figure for comparison purposes. In reviewing these missions, it is
obvious that the DAME Mission 4 (DMP-4) is basically an aerocool profile or
perhaps a vory mild aeroheat profile and can be dropped from consideration.

Six missions were then selected for further evaluation in terms of

structural severity. These missions are: DMP-2, DMP-3, DMP-5, HSM,
SLRI, and SFPI and are defined in Table 1 . These six missions become
many more when variation, in initial motor storage temperatures and atmos-
pheric conditions are considered. For example, consideration of hot day,
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standard day, and cold day atmospheric conditions increase the number to 18.
Consideration of, for instance, three initial motor storage temperatures fur-
ther increase this number to 54. Many can be eliminated as being unrealistic
while many others eliminated as being thermally similar. Although this is
possible, however, there is some question of practicality. The simple facts
are that a motor is initially at some temperature and is then heated or cooled
at a given rate. The temperature and rate of change of temperature through-
out the motor are then the two important variables to be considered. For a
given mission, changes in either Taw because of assumed different atmos-
pheric conditions or changes in initial motor temperatures are reflected in
changes in heating rate. This then can result in any nurnbcr of heating rates
for a given flight profile. A further complication is, of course, that the
thermally induced stresses and strains in the propellant are not linearly do-
pendent upon the temperature level or heating rate because of viscoelastic of-
fects. Therefore, it was decided to analyze the basic mission profiles and
determine not only which missions were the most severe in relation to each
other but also how they ranked with respect to propellant capability. Based
on this information, aeroheat schedules can be derived.

\Ii'-sion Severity Analysis

The transient thermal viscoelastic computer code (THVINC), Refer-
once 5, was used to generate predictions of stress and strain levels charac-
teristic of the selected mission profiles. THVINC was developed by Dr. R.
L. Taylor and G. L. Goudreau at the University of California for the Air
Force under the STV p-ogram. Thiokol/Huntsville obtained THVINC from
the Air Force for the SALE program, however, the computer code received
was not operational. With the assistance of Dr. R. S. Dunham at the
University of Texas, THVINC was made operational.

The reason for developing THVINC was to determine temperature,
deformations, stress, and strains in solids of revolution loaded axisymmetri-
cally as a function of time and temperature. The effects of arbitrary time
dependent temnerature, heat flux, displacement, or stress boundary condi-
tions are included. The present version is reformulated to handle the incom-
pressibility of solid propellant. The program uses a viscoelastic shear modu-
lus specifying the viscoelastic properties of isotropic linear viscoelastic ma-
terial. The use of a viscoelastic shear modulus with a constant Poisson's
ratio forces a dependent viscoelastic bulk modulus. The effect of tempera.,
ture on the shear modulus is determined for thermorheologically simple ma-
terialFe through the use of a shift function aT. Variable time steps may be
used in !he step forward integration. A Prony series curve fit is used on the
master relaxation modulus curve to obtain the viscoelastic shear modulus.

THVINC has been modified to incorporate strain calculations, stress-
time accumulation damage logic which is calculated at every nodal point andfor every element, and a plot program. The plot program was written to bet-

ter compare analytical results with instrument motor gage readout data. Our
instrumented motor gage readout data reduction program plots stress and

9
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strain as a function of time and temperature. With both analytical and test
data plotted, faster and more accurate comparisons are available. The
cumulative damage logic used in THVINC is the same logic used in the
Aeroict one and two-dimensional thermoviscoelastic computer codes.

To obtain good results from THVINC, it is essential to have good
thermal p,'operties and relaxation modulus inputs for the propellant. The
essential input parameters for THVINC are the viscoelastic shear modulus
curve, the aT curve, the mass density, the thermal conductivity, the specific
heat, the heat transfer coefficient or a specified temperature history. The
accuracy of THVINC is a function of the size of the time steps used in
specifying temperature history. Long time steps in the range of 10 seconds
were used in these calculations after comparisons made with RECAP--
a finite difference type transcient heating code - showed no more than 3
degrees difference in the temperature profiles.

For this program, the geometry used in the calculation was selected
as a cylindrical perforated core of infinite length with the web thickness being
equivalent to that of the Maverick motor design with the star points removed.
Although such a selection is not fully representative of the finite and more
complex grain geometry which will be tested under this program, it does pro-
vide the most efficient and inexpensive method for determining the relative
severity levels of the missions.

Perhaps the most informative aspects of these results are found by
comparing the Langential or hoop stress time histories at the inner bore and
the radial or normal stress time histories at the bond line with time for the
mission profiles. These comparisons along with comparisons of bond line
temperature-time histories and both inner bore hoop and bond line radial
strain time histories are presented on Figure 3 through 7. Because of the
rapid rate of increase of temperature at the bond line with time, one might
expect high values of radial stress and strain to be induced at the bond line.
Inspection of Figures 4 and 5 refute this expectation. Because the motor has
been cooled to a temperature below cure temperature, a negative or compres-
sive strain is induced in the radial direction. Although aeroheating has in-
duced a tensile stress (Figure 4 ) which is relatively small, we find that the
effect is one of strain relief. Therefore, it would appear that the effects of
aeroheat are relatively mild from a structural standpoint at the bond line;
however, such a conr.clusion would be premature since a large degradation in
propellant capability may be exhibited if the propellant were repeatedly cy-
cled through this high temperature range.

The hoop stresses and strains at the inner bore (Figures 6 and 7
do show a considerable effect from aeroheating. Although these values do
not seeni large, they do represent a relatively severe stress condition when
a stress concentration factor of three is introduced. This factor represents
the relationship between the cylindrical core case and a star point design of
the Maverick type. Therefore, increasing the values of hoop stress and
strain in the figures by a factor of three, does represent a relatively severe
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condition.

Because the stress and strain levels do not explicitly show the ef-
fects of any perturbation upon a given mission, it was decided to do a para-
metric analysis to see if a relationship between peak stress, heat transfer
coefficient, h, and adiabatic wanl temperature Taw did exist. In making
these calculations, it was assumed that the motor was at an initial tempera-
ture of -65OF and then suddenly immersed in a medium characterized by a
given value of h and Taw. The results of these calculations are shown on
Figure 8. As shown, the peak hoop stress at the inner bore increases as
both temperature and heat transfer coefficient increases. It is interesting
to compare the values obtained in this analysis with those from the HSM case.
As shown on Figure 6 , the peak hoop stress for the HSM is 125 psi which
when multiplied by the stress concentration factor becomes 375 psi. The
corresponding value from Figure 8 is 558 (h = 0. 032 Btu/ftZ-sec-OR and
Tawv = 670 oR). The vast difference in these levels is due to the fact that the
initial heating rate for the HSM case is reduced by the effect of acceleration
and climb to the cruise conditions as compared to a hypothetical start at
cruise conditions.

The above tends to confirm that there is considerable difference in
the hoop stress histories set up on the inner bore as a function of the initial
portion of the mission. Whether or not this is of significant importance is
another question. The fact that this is of little significance is shown on
Figure 9 . Here the inner bore hoop stress and strain profiles are presented
in the same manner that is used to show failure boundary curves. The more
severe missions along with one termect "Case 11", (this represents the point
on Figure 8 where h = 0. 060 Btu/ftZ-sec- 0R and Taw = 8200 R) are shown
for an initial grain temperature of -65 0F. As shown, all missions fall on the
same line. Of course, all start at the same point and move forward with the
distance moved being a function of severity. Note that a failure can occur;
that is, the superimposed failure boundary curve is crossed by the mission
labeled "Case 11" and the SFPI case is not far behind. Such a failure would
result from an over stress condition as opposed to an excessive-strain failure
which is more characteristic of most rocket motor failures. The effect of
starting from a higher initial motor temperature is also shown. As expected,
this eases the situation by reducing both the stress and strain levels at the
starting point thus moving the entire curve further from the failure boundary.

"" he propellhnt properties and failure characteristics referred to

above and used throughout this analysis was obtained from uniaxial tests
conducted as part of this study. The fa;*ure boundary curve generated from
these data is shown on Figure 10. The propellant tested was cut from ice
cream cartons cast from the same mix as the motor selection for use as UN
/1. Early in the program it was found that certain production motors had
been rejected for delivery because minor flaws such as voids in the star
points were found. It was determined that flaws in the star points would have
no effect on the failure characteristics of the motor under aeroheat environ-
ments and thus (ould be utilized in this program. Therefore, such a motor,
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designated L-158-15, was selected and obtained along with an ice cream
carton of propellant for use in determining properties of that mix.

It was mentioned earlier that the effect of aeroheat on the bond line
stresses and strains was one of strain relief. This is illustrated on Figure
1 1 where the radial stresses and strains are plotted in the same manner as

the hoop stresses and strains were on Figure 9 . In this instance, only the
data from the HSM and "Case 11" missions are plotted since they represent
a nominal range of interest. As shown, these curves do not collapse into a
single curve due principally to the vast difference in bond line temperature
experience between missions. The strains approach zero as the mission pro-
gresses and can reflect off the boundary (that is the strain is going positive)
if the heating is sufficiently rapid. This is also shown on Figure 5 . Noting
the expanded scales as compared to Figure 9 , it can be seen that a very
large degradation must occur in propellant capabilities to induce a bond line
failure.

The effect of an "aero cool" mission was also investigated. It was
assumed that the motor at ambient temperature had been suddenly exposed
to Mach = 0. 8 flight at an altitude of 35, 000 feet (a much more severe cool.ing
than actually possible). The results of this analysis showed a peak hoop
stress at the inner bore of -10. 0 psi (concentration factor included) and a
normal stress at the bond line of -1. 0 psi, From this, it can be concluded
that this "1aero cool" mission produces minimal mechanical loading; conse-
quently, the effect of this type of mission would be essentially confined within
the area attributed to temperature cycling effects.

it appears that two possible modes of failure can be attrituted to
aeroheat -- ý1) overstress of the inner bore with probable corresponding de-
gradation of propellant stress capability and (2) degradation of propellant
and/or liner properties and ultimate failure by separation or unbond at the
bond line because of the effects of temperature cycling. The ranking of the
severity of the six missions is obvious from the results presented above.
The DMP-2 is, of course, the least severe from a mechanical loading stand-
point: although, the temperature level at the bond line does increase quite
rapidly near the end of the mission. The DMP-3 and DMP-5 appear compar-
able in severity level being slightly less severe than the HSM in both
mechanical loading and temperature levels. As expected, the SLRI and SFPI
are the most severe, in comparing these mechanical loading levels with the
propellant capability as shown on Figure 9, it may be safe to say that the
degree of severity on the DMP-Z, DMP-3 and DMP-5 seem so low that
failure induced by any of these may require an excessive number of cycles.

Aeroheat Schedule Selection

The results of the severity study have produced more than a ranking
of various missions with respect to severity of aeroheat induced stresses.
These results have also shown the dependency of the stresses on the rate of

- change of motor temperature and such propellant properties as relaxation
modulus. Of course, none of these effects could have been evaluated without
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such computer codes as THVINC. Although, the calculations were quite

simplified (i. e., plain strai- ' and some question exists as to how accurate
the values used for relaxation modulus were; the fact remains that one now
has an understanding of what occurs in a motor undergoing aeroheat. How-
ever, how such damage may accumulate as the motor is repeatedly cycled
through the aeroheat mission is unknown. This is, of course, the purpose
here - to determine the failure characteristics under such loading conditions.
A determination of failure characteristics infers that failure must occur and

be directly attributable to the aeroheat cycling. Therefore, the selection of
the aeroheat test schedules should be made based on one schedule being of

hsvficient severity to induce failure within that schedule of ten cycles.

To assure failure, the failure schedule should transgress beyond the
failure boundary curve such as "Case 11" as shown on Figure 10. Based on
the results shown on Figure 9 , it would appear that either the DMP-Z, DMP-
3, or both missions could be selected as a schedule comparable to the DAME
environment. The HSM mission could be used as the second schedule, the
SLRI as the third, the SFPI as the fourth, and the "Case 11" or equivalent as

the fifth schedule. This selection assumes that little damage is accumulated
through each of the schedules and that the fifth schedule must be capable of
causing immediate failure, even if tested as the initial schedule.

Fortunately, aeroheat testing of an uninstrumented motor (UM) was

included in scope of this study to allow the selection of schedules to be fully
checked out without worry of premature failuze of an expensive instrumented
motor (IM). To preclude premature failure in the IM's, it is imperative that
the UM be failed. After reviewing these results, various approaches were
considered for establishing the aeroheat test schedule for the UM #1 tests.
Because of the relatively low level of stress and strains exhibited for the
DMP missions when compared to the overall propellant capability, there was

considerable uncertainty as to whether the motor could be failed in a reason-
able number of cycles if these profiles were used. To be fully confident that
both a failure can be achieved and premature failure can be avoided, it is
desirable to attempt to achieve an early failure. Therefore, it is logical to
subject the motor to the most severe mission or schedule which is, of course,
the SFPI mission.

Initiating UM 1 1 testing with the most severe cycle does provide the
danger of failure occurring within the first several cycles. If this happens
only a limited amount of information is gained. To guard aginst this occur -
ring, the idea of a second UM was conceived. By using a two motor test pro-
gram, one of the motors can be subjected to the most severe cycles first in
an attempt to iorce an early failare. 'Thie second aioiur pruvides a :onr4h.

gency for backing off to a less severe schedule if failure is achieved on the
SFPI schedule or to continue a series if the failure is achieved on the second
or third schedule. The test sequence using the two test motor concept is

shown on Figure 1 2
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INSTRUMENTED MOTOR DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE

Instrumented Motor Design Rationale

Design of the instrumented motors were based on several considera-
tions. The scope of the program included three motors, one of which was
to be a CP analogue of the Maverick grain. The purpose of including this CP
analogue was basically to have a grain configuration that could be more
readily analyzed, particularly under aeroheat conditions than the Maverick
configuration. Early in the program, it was decided to change the original
scope and manufacture two CP motors and one Maverick as opposed to one
CP and two Maverick configurations. The reason for this change was to pro-
vide a greater degree of continuity in the test program leading to the develop-
ment of the failure schedule. The original plan was to use a CP motor for
aeroheat testing. Since this motor was to have failed as a result of the test
series, the motor would no longer be available for use in the simulation test-
ing. The purpose of the simulation tests was to reproduce the same stress
and strain levels as induced by aeroheat but using an equilibrium temperature
cycle. Since a true analogue in which all stress and strain levels are dupli-
cated cannot be made, it was felt that a second CP tested in conjunction with
the Maverick configuration in simulation tests would be the only way to assure

that these tests were true simulation of the aeroheat tests.

Instrumented Motor Design

The philosophy for selecting the cylindrical grain design is to duplicate
as near as practical, the maximum strain in the fillets of the Maverick con-
figuration and at the aft grain termination. In selecting the bore diameter,
several axisymmetric sections were analyzed with a finite element computer
program. Several different web fractions were analyzed to select the bore
diameter, the head-end configuration and the aft cdnfiguration. A stress
relief fillet was employed in the head-end to avoid failure, - *Uhis area. In
the aft end, a transition was made to a lower web fracti )n coLfijuration to
simulate the bond stresses and strains in the aft end of the Maverick motor.
A sketch of the configuration selected is shown in Figure 13 as well as an
axisymmetric section of the Maverick web configuration.

The grid used for analyzing the selected configuration is shown on
Figure 14. This grid was used for calculating the thermal stresses and strains
at a storage temperature of -75 0 F. The properties used in this analysis are
shown in Table 2. The calculated hoop strain contours are shown on
Figure 15. The maximum calculated hoop strain is 9. 3% compared to a
maximum strain of 9. 8% in the Maverick motor. Contours of the maximum
strain in the R-Z plane are shown on Figure 16. It can be seen that the areas
of maximum strain in this plane occur in the head-end and aft end at the grain
termination points. The web fraction near the aft end was adjusted to approxi-
mate the bond stresses and strains in the Maverick motor. Contours of the

maximum stress in the R - Z plane are shown on Figure 17.
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TABLE Z

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
USED IN THE ANALYSES

PROPELLANT M IP

Modulus = 300 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0.499

Coefficient of Expansion = 5.0 (i0)" 5 in/in/OF

Cure Shrinkage = 0. 006 id3/in3

Cure Temperature = 170'F

Specific Heat = 0.2643 BTU/lb-°F

Density = 0.0628 lhs/in3

Thermal Conductivity = 7.04 (10-6) BTU/sec-in 2 -°F/in

CASE Modulus 
= 10.5 (10)6 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0. 3

Density = 0. 100 lbs/in3

Specific Heat = 0.214 BTU/lb 1F

Thermal Conductivity = 1.68 (10-3) BTU/sec-inZ- °F/in

ILINER

Modulus = 300 psi

Poisson's Ratio = 0.499

Density = 0.0469 lbs/in 3

Specific Heat = 0.30 BTU/Ib-OF

Thermal Conductivity = 2.80 BTU/sec-in -OF/in
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For comparative purposes, an axisymmetric cross-section of the

Maverick motor was analyzed. Contours of the maximum strain in the R -X

plane are shown on Figure 18 fur a storage temperature of -75 0 F. The
maximum stress in the R - Z plane for the Maverick web configuration are

shown on Figure 19.

Based on this investigation, the selected cylindrical bore configuration
should produce strains at the inner bore approximately equal to the strains in
the Maverick configuration. Also, the bond stresses and strains near the aft
end of the motor should be approximately equal to the bond stresses and strains
in the Maverick grain configuration. The bond stresses and strains near the
center of the motor will be higher in the cylindrical grain configuration than
in the Maverick configuration. However, it was not possible to select a
cylindrical grain configuration which would provide stresses and strains
siijlar to those in the Maverick motor for all areas of interest.

Instrumentation Selection and Location

The selection of the type and quantity of instrumentation to be used in

this program was made by the AFRPL prior to the initiation of the program.
STh types of instruments selected included clip strain gages for measuring
bore strain, embedded normal stress gages, shear stress gages, and thermo-
S.:ouples. All instrumentation except thermocouples were provided GFE by
the AFRPL and included:

12 P-14EA - 150 psi normal stress gages
) Ruggedized shear gages

9 Clip strain gages

The thermocouples selected were copper-constantan type. They were to I)e
used for both monitoring gage temperature and defining the temperature
gradient through the web.

The gages select-.d had been developed under AFRPL sponsorship by
Dr. Harold Leeming o0 Leeming Ph. D. and Associates and Konigsberg
Instruments. The gage supplied by the AFRPL to this program were manu-
factured and calibrated by these two firms. In addition, Dr. Leeming was
retained as a Consultant to the program and to install the gages in the motors
and do the necessary post installa':ion gage calibrations. A general
description of these gages is give. in the following section.

A preliminary grain instrumentation layout is shown on Figure 2O
This basic instrumentation plan will be used for two cylindrical grain conftg-
urations and one Maverick configuration. In locating the grain instrumentation
primary consideration was given tothe center section and the aft strain
termination since these are the areas in which failure is anticipated. F.ailure
is not anticipated in the head-end of the motors but instrumentation has been
included in this region to monitor the bond stresses in case failure should
occur in this region for some unknown reason.
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Embedded Miniature Diaphragm Normal Stress Transducer

The embedded miniature diaphragm normal stress transducer was
developed for fluid or gaseous pressure measurements. The gage consists
of a circular metallic diaphragm supported by a rigid metal ring with a metal
back sealing the cavity. Semiconductor strain gages are mounted on the
diaphragm to measure its deflection under pressure. By making use of both
the compressive stresses and the tensile stresses generated during flexing "of
,he diaphragm, a temperature-compensated gage is produced. The diaphragm
pressure transducer was developed at LPC. Subsequent analytical work by
Professors Pister and Fitzgerald resulted in the Konigsberg 150 psi gage
design shown on Figure 21. . This new type of 150-psi diaphragm transducer
was evaluated during the STV and Bomb Dummy Unit Programs at LPC. Past
experience with these gages suggests that they can measure stresses to with-
in ± 1 psi, or within ±2 percent of the reading under isothermal conditions.
The error band increases to about ±10 percent if the reading when thermal

stresses are considered.

Embedded Shear Gage

The embedded shear gage shown on Figure 22 was developed at LPC
from the shear transducer manufactured by Gulton Industries for the Hercules
Powder Company. The transducer is simple, containing a pair of semicon-
ductor strain gages mounted perpendicularly to each other and at a 45-degree
angle to the muunting surface of the cube. In operation, the two gages are
connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit, to measure either the shear strain
in the shear mode of connection, or the normal strain in the normal mode of

connection. When the gages are connected in the shear mode, changes in
gage resistance caused by temperature effects are largely self-compensating,
providing that the two gage elements are well matched. This type of em-
bedded shear strain measuring device has been used with considerable

success in the development of motors such as SRAM and in the flight tests of
motors for high acceleration conditions, e.g., Hibex and Sprint.

Clip-Type Surface Strain Gages

The clip gage illustrated in Figure 23 was developed for the measure-
ment of surface strains at the bore of a propellant grain. The problem with

conventional surface strain gages is the fact that they can be used only on a
rigid surface, such as a metal motor case, if precise strain values are
required. They cannot be used as strain gages in conjunction with soft

Plastomeric materials such as propellant. The gage consists of a small clip
made from thin metallic foil to which are attached two resistance gages, as
shown. When the two feet of the clip gage are displaced relative to each
other, the central beam of the clip is subjected to bending, which produces a
tensile strain in one of the strain gages and a corresponding compressive strain
in the other gage. This type of gage has proved extremely accurate in the

laboratory for small displacement measurement, and it has also given good
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results in motor tests, such as those of the Structural Test Vehicle program
(STV) at Lockheed Propulsion Company (LPC).

The major problem with the clip gage is the method of attaching the
gage to the surface of the propellant grain. Apart from the obvious difficulty
of being able to reach far 'nough inside the grain to place the gage in the
desired location, it was found that simply bonding the tabs to the grain surface
was unreliable. In fact, the gages became unbonded during thermal cyc ling
, estts uC the STV's. A method devised to solve this problem utilized metal
pins pushed into the propellant surface. The clip gage, with holes drilled in
the tabs, is then fitted in place onto the pins and small amounts of epoxy
adhesive are placed on the top surface of the tabs to prevent the clip gage
from falling off. While this is the most positive technique available for
attaching the surface clip gages, it cannot be used in a situation of very high
strain because of insertion of the pins could cause cracking of the propellant
grain. This approach is, therefore, not suitable for the measurement of7 surface strains up to failure conditions.

Gage Manufacture and Calibration

Although the gages used in this program are GFE to the program,

consideration of gage-motor interface design, gage calibration, and gage
acquisition require direct involvement with the gage manufacturer -
Konigsberg Instruments. Early in the program, three decisions were made
which established the directions of gage manufacture and calibration. These
were:

(1) The temperature range over which the gages were to be
calibrated was from -65°F to 300 0 F.

(2) The normal stress gages would be potted in liner material
(TL- L700) which Thiokol will mix and supply to the gage
manufacturer.

(3) Thiokol will manufacture and supply the triangular shaped
blocks (wedges) of liner for mounting the shear gages. After

the gages are mounted on the wedges, they will be returned
to Thiokol mounted on shear frames in which Thiokol will
cast propellant. Dr. Leeming will then calibrate the shear
gages at Thiokol.

The first decision caused some problems inasmuch as these calibra-
tion requirements were over and above the scope of the basic gage supply
contract with Konigsberg Instruments. The extra calibration points and gage
modification necessary to assure operation at the high temperatures were
purchased by this program as separate items of modification for the GFE gages.

Gage calibration refers to the operation of determining the sensitivity
atnd zcro load reading of an embedded gage in an environment as close ab
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possible to that found in the grain. To this end, the miniature normal stress
gages are encapsulated in "potting material" (either insulation, liner or

propellant) as shown in Figure 24 and pressure calibration tests are per-
formed to determine sensitivity at several temperatures over the range of
interest.

[During calibration of the normal stress gages at the 300°F point,

K onigsberg Instruments noted that the liner material that was potted around
"the gages became tacky and appeared to degrade. Three of the 12 gages
appeared to be quite bad whereas the other nine appeared to be acceptable.

Separate laboratory checks at Thiokol were conducted on this liner and showed
that prolonged exposure of the liner material at 300°F caused it to revert.

Thus, it appeared that this was what occurred on the three gages. Check
calibrations of the other nine were made at ambient and good repeatability
was found; therefore, these gages were deemed acceptable. The other three
gages were repotted and recalibrated with an upper temperature limit of

250 0 now imposed. This limit was also imposed upon the shear gage cali-
•bration temperature levels. Calibration of the shear gages was scheduled to

be accomplished immediately before installation into the motor. No problems
were encountered vith the clip strain gages.

The potted gages are then bonded in place in the motor and the zero

load readings are measured at the various temperatures of interest. ThuS,

the 150 psi normal stress gage embedded within its hemisphere of potting is
treated as an elastic system. Linear gage output versus pressure records

are obtained; any viscoelastic effects due to tba propellant are small enough

to be ignored. Typical calibration data are shown in Figure 25. In general

the gage sensitivity changes vary slightly with temperature (and this change
is usually ignored in data analysis). Changes in gage output due to thermal
stresses are measured from the corresponding zero load gage reading with
the gage bonded in place in the motor. It should be noted that once the grain
is cast there is then no means of checking the zero stress gage readings

although the gage sensitivity value may be verified approximately by pressure
lesting the grain. The data for both the factory calibrations (potted in liner)
and the effect of thermal stresses from bonding in the motor on the zero load
output of the gages are shown on Table 3. It is interesting to note the
magnitude and the wide disparity in magnitude from gage to gage of the thermal

stresses at the low temperatures. These post installation gage readings are
assurned as the zero gage reading in the motor and are used accordingly in
reducing the data.

Because of the very strong interaction between the shear gage and the

propellant, calibration of these devices is performed in a shear fixture
(Figure 26) and a viscoelastic type calibration has to be employed. In this
program the shear stress gages were manufactured by Konigsberg Instruments

Inc. from small wedges of cured liner material provided by Thiokol. This
nianufactUring process consisted of bonding ruggedized semi-conducted strain

gages to a wedge of liner. (See Figure 22). The shear stress gages were
mounted in the Thear frame by Dr. Leeming and shipped to Thiokol. TP- L8006
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Table 3

P-14EA 150 Normal Gage Pre- and Post Installation Calibration Data

k• Gage S/N Code Gage Zero Load Output/Sensitivity (mv)/(mv/psi)

Temperature, oF

-65 0 80 150 170 Z50 300

40 1 5.65 0.47 0. 12 0.60 --.--- -3.02
2 -9.66 -4.16 -3.1 --- 1.8 ---

3 --- 0.781 0.771 0.768 --- .. 0.756

41 1 4.77 1.49 1.81 2.74 --- 0.86

2 -25.14 -4.94 -5.1 --- -4. Z .. ....

3 --- 0.825 0.827 0.8Z7 --- --- 0.819

42 1 1.67 0.78 1.48 2.24 --- --- 2.69
2 -12.45 -4.42 -5.0 --- -2.1
3 --- 0.717 0.723 0.725 --- --- 0.727

43 1 2.36 0.97 1.09 1.86 --- 1.70
2 -4.01 -2.38 -2.1 --- 0.2 ... ....
3 --- 0.757 0.764 0.765 ---- --- 0.761

44 1 1.94 -0.48 -0.24 0.22 --- --- 0.06
2 -3.69 -2.62 -Z. 6 -2.9 ---
3 --- 0.800 0. 301 0.800 --- --- 0.797

45 1 5.65 -1.25 -0.68 1.61 --- --- 5.44
2 -9.50 -Z.02 -1.7 -52
3 --- 0.715 0.730 0.738 --- --- 0.734

46 1 1.60 -0.90 -1.46 0.16 --- ---- Z. 80
2 -1.94 2. Z2 2. 3 5.3 ---
3 --- 0.725 0.731 0.727 --- 0.735

47 1 8.60 -0.31 -1.48 3.02 ---.. . 7.80
2 -15.77 -3.83 -3.0 --- -1.6 ----

3 --- 0.713 0.711 0.707 --- --- 0,705

48 1 -1.10 0.35 -0.19 0.58 --- --- -1.55
2 3.30 0.5 -0.4 --- 4.6 ... ....

3 --- 0.708 0.718 0.718 --- --- 0.722

49 1 -1.60 -1.05 0.21 --- 3.33 1.27 ---
2 -38.36 -2.96 -4.1 --- -3.4 ---
3 --- 0.731 0.731 --- 0.734 0.733 ---

50 1 -1.00 -0.14 -0.15 --- 0.49 -0.73 -

2 18.25 -2.04 -1.7 --- 4.8
3 --- 0.763 0.768 --- 0.778 0.777

51 1 -1.97 -7.61 -1.34 --- 0.44 0.77
2 -8.09 -5.84 -6.6 --- -0.8 . . .

3 --- 0.793 0.787 --- 0.793 0.785 ----

Code
1 Zero load gage output, factory calibration, mv

2 Zero load gage outputs, installed in motor, mv
3 Gage sensitivity, factory calibration, mv/psi
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propellant from a 5 gallon characterization mix was then cast in the shear
0frame. After normal cure, the shear frame was returned to a 170 F oven

for thermal conditioning for 3 days. It was decided to only condition for about
one half the normal seven day period since the propellant would undergo
additional temperature conditioning during motor cure. The frame was then
stored at ambient until Dr. Leeming was available to calibrate the gages.
The frame is shown on Figure 27.

Calibration of the shear gages was done by I~r. Leeming at Thiokol
during the period of 12 - 14 March 1973. Nine shear gages were mounted in
the frame and calibrated; however, upon removal of the gages from the
frame, two were irrepairably damaged. Seven shear gages were then avail-
able to be installed in the motor. The calibration involved placing the shear
frame in a tensile testing machine and applying either a constant load (creep)
calibration or a constant strain (relaxation) calibration test is used, simul-
taneous values of gage output and specimen load at discrete time points being
noted over a 10-minute period. From these data gage sensitivity, i.e. gage
output/applied stress, is plotted against log time and these data are trans-
lated along the log time axis by the propellant log aT shift factors and then
vertically to produce a smooth curve by the log bT factor [log (mv/psi)]
resulting in a viscoelastic gage calibration curve as shown in Figure 28.
Note that this single curve combines the effects of viscoelasticity(due to the
embedding propellant) and temperature changes (due to gage imperfections
and propellant changes). The corresponding log a versus temperature and
log bT versus temperature plots are, however, required to interpret the gage
output data.

Once the shear gages have been calibrated for sensitivity in the shear
fixtures they are removed from the fixture together with some of the
propellant surrounding the gage. The calibrated shear gage is then bonded
in place in the motor and its new zero load reading as a function of tempera-
ture must be determined (as with the normal stress gage).

When a shear gage is to be employed for measuring large shear
stresses up to failure, it is useful to ensure that the response curve is
reasonably linear to some high stress level. Although most of the calibration
tests may be performed at low shear stress levels (1 to 5 psi) a linearity
check up to 25 or even 50 psi may be considered if it is felt necessary. The
absolute stress levels are greatly dependent upon the gage material and the
shear fixture material.

Another calibration test which should be performed on the shear gages
while still mounted in the shear fixture is a normal stress test. The shear
specimen is gripped along the wooden sides and is pulled in tension normal to
the shear direction. The purpose of this test is to ascertain the response of
the shear gages to normal stress. A good gage properly installed will exhibit
virtually zero response to normal stress but a poor gage, in which the two
sensing elements are not well matched will exhibit a fair response to normal
stress.
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The normal stress rerponse of the shear gage may be used in the

analysis of shear gage data from complex stress fields where the normal

stress is known. In some cases, the effects of the normal stress component

can be comparable to the shear stress effects and considerable care must be

employed in analysis of the data.

Strain measuring clip gages used to determine bore strains are cali.,

1)brated by determining the output of the bridge circuit for different displace-

ments of the clip arms. Again, these measurements are made at several

temperatures over the range of interest. Calibration of these devices is

comparatively straightforward because there is essentially no interaction

effects to worry about. A summary of the clip gage calibrations are presented

in Table 4.

Gage Installation

Gage installation was accomplished on 15 - 16 March 1973. The case
had been fully lined prior to this tme. The liner system used in these motors

is a fully cured system, thus fresh liner can be placed on old liner and re-

cured to obtain a new fully cured system. Thermocouples (Cu-Const) were
installed at each gage location.

A thermocouple slab was fabricated and installed in the center of the

motor (at the same longitudinal location as the r.ormal gages) to provide a
measure of temperature gradient through the web. These slabs were made by

sandwiching thermocouples between two slabs of rpropellant each one-half inch
thick as shown on Figure 29. These slabs were then bonded into the motor,

The leads from the gages and the therrnocouple wire were routed back and

out through the aft end of the case. These leads were bonded to the liner by
fresh liner material in the same manner as the gages. The cases then were
placed into ovens and the fresh liner cured at 170 0 F. Following this, addi-

tional liner was painted over the lead wires until they were completely
embedded. After another cure cycle, the cases were ready for loading.

Gage outputs were recorded for each gage for four temperature levels,
170, 70, 0 and -65 0 F. The normal stress gages seemed to react constantly

with the output decreasing with decreasing temperature (See Table 3).

Three shear gages seemed to exhibit extreme sensitivity to temperature and

one (S/N 108) was finally removed from the motor as being bad. These data

are presented on Table 5.

Motor Manufacture

The three instrumented motors were cast with TP-L8006 propellant
on 22 March 1973 from Mix L-198. The motors were vacuum cast and
vibrated during casting. Two of the three motors were made with the CP
geometry while the third was the Maverick configuration (TX-481) with a
simple star point removed in order to provide a suitable surface to install

the bore strain clip gages. These motors are designated as follows:
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Table 4.

JIB-1 CLIP GAGE CALIBRATION DATA

FACTORY CALIBRATION

Gage Zero Load Outpu~t, mV Sensitivity mv/To

S /N Temperature Temperature

-65 80 300 -65 80 300

12 0.30 0.06 0. 38 --- 14.62 ---

13 0.5Z 0.35 0.26 15.2 -

14 0.43 0.42 0.56 --- 14.40

15 0.39 0. 15 0.16 --- 16.04 ---

16 0.80 0.76 0.71 --- 14.59 ---

17 0.30 0.59 0.34 --- 15.80 ---

1$ 0.39) 0.49 0.70 16.12 ---

19 0.59 0.60 0.79 --- 14.92 ---

20 0.40 0.37 0.45 --- 15.99 ---
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Table 5.

Shear Gage Post Installation Zero Load Data

Gage Zero Load Output, mv
Gage Temperataire, OF
SIN

-65 0 80 170

104 -26.7 -46.5 -24.9 0

105 -50.3 -27.0 -13.2 2.7

107 -135.4 -93.4 -71.5 -5.9

108 -272.4 -141.2 -115.8 -9.6

109 6.09 1.76 -0.8 -0.2

110 2.4 1.2 -0.2 -0.6

111 -47.4 -35.8 -27.4 3.5
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Figure 29. Thermocouple Slab Design
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IM ill - TX-481 with a single star point removed

IM #2 - cylindrical bore
SIM #3 - cylindrical bore (same as IM #Z)

Each of the motors were subjected to standard quality control inspec-

tion requirements during manufacture and after core removal. X-ray

inspections indicated a few small voids near the aft end of IM #1 and IM #2.

These voids were within the specification limits of the TX-481 motors. The

X-rays were also used to define gage locations within the motor. Neither

the 0.005-inch-diameter thermocouple wire nor the shear gages were visible
on the X-rays. The normal gages and the location of the propellant slab was
visible, however, and did provide the needed location data. Gage and thermo-

couple locations as determined for each motor are presented on Figures 30, 31
and 32 for Motors IM #1, IM #2, and IM #3, respectively.

During the same casting operation, forty-five strain evaluation cy-
linders (SEC) consisting of three sets of fifteen each were manufactured.

Each set consists of three each of five core sizes for later testings. Also,
twenty ice cream cartons and twenty slabs of propellant were cast for use in
subsequent propellant characterization studies. Unfortunately, both the

SEC's and biaxial slabs were found to contain excessive voids sufficient to
render them useless to the program.

Following case removal and X-ray inspection, thre, bore clip gages
were placed in each motor by Dr. Leeming as part of his consultation agree-
ment with Thijkol on this program. Locations of the clip gages in the two

CP motors were changed somewhat from those originally planned. Instead of
placing all three clip gages in the small bore of the CP motors, two were
placed there and one placed on the aft CP segment. Theoretically, this aft
location should show very little strain; however, end effects from nonuniform
acroheating could possibly induce strain levels grossly different than antici-

pated so it was determined that this aspect should be checked by installing a
gage at this location.
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Propellant Testing

Uniaxiai tensile properties were measured from Mix L-198 of
IP-L8006 propellant (used to cast the three instrumented motors) to evaluate
mechanical response of the propellant needed for analyzing the stresses and
strains during aeroheat cycling. The failure characteristics were also

measured for the purpose of predicting when failure could be expected in the
instrumented motors. JANNAF uniaxial tensile specimens with a plastic gage

for measuring strain were used in these tests. The tests were conducted at
nine temperatures and three crosshead speeds with three specimens tested at
each condition. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 6.

Strain endurance was measured for Mix L-198 by subjecting specimens
to constant strains of 36, 34, and 3211,. Specimens at the 36 and 34% levels
failed and all three of the specimens at the 32, level showed no indications of

cracking after 21 clays. Therefore, the strain endurance of this propellant
mix is 32%A.

The failure boundary for this propellant mix is shown in Figure 33.
The shape of the failure boundary is in general agreement with previous
failure boundaries established for this propellant. Also, the magnitude
stresses and strains at each temperature are comparable to those obtained

from previous mixes of TP-L8006 propellant. Therefore, this mix is con-
side red to be typical of Maverick production propellant.

A specific heat of 0. 2747 cal/g °C at +77°F and a propellant density
of 1. 7376 Q/cc were measured for Mix L-198.

The relaxation modulus for TP-L8006 (Mix L-198) was determined
from constant strain rate uniaxial tensile tests. Die-cut JANNAF tensile
specimens were tested with a plastic gage for measuring strain at tempera-
tures of 200, 170, 120, 77, 20, -10, -40, -65 and -75 0 F. Measurements
were made at cross-head speeds of 10.0, 2.0 and 0.2 in/min. Three
specimens were tested at each test condition.

By time - temperature superposition of tests conducted at the various

strain rates and temperatures, the master stress-strain curve shown on Figure
34 was obtained by the technique of Smith( 1 ). The slope of this curve was then

used to obtain the relaxation modulus of TP-L8006 propellant. This relaxation
modulus curve was fitted with the modified power law suggested by Blatz. The
glassy modulus was determined from constant strain tests at - 150°F; which is

well below the measured glass transition temperature of -105°F. The
equilibrium modulus was taken as the reciprocal of the creep compliance
measured after three months at F77cF. The relaxation modulus measured

for TP-L8006 is shown in Figure 35 (July 1973 data).

(1) T. L. Smith, Viscoelastic Behavior of Polyisobutylene Under Constant
Rates of Elonation, J. Polymer Science, 20, 89-100 (1956).
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TABLE 6

Summary of Uniaxial Test Results

Crosshead Ult. Strain at Max.

Tern p. Speed Modulus Strain Max. Stress Stress

o1. in/min psi % % psi

200 10.0 1270 43.4 39.9 77

200 2.0 730 46.0 42.6 61

200 0.2 400 53.2 50.3 46

70 10.0 1725 35.0 34.3 85

170 2.0 940 45.1 40.0 70

170 0.2 450 48.9 47.2 54

120 10.0 2260 36.2 33.0 100

120 2.0 1060 41.0 39.2 83

120 0.2 600 50.4 48.4 65

77 10.0 2710 30.7 27.3 122

77 2.0 1430 41.0 37.5 104

77 0.2 921 44.8 43.0 80

20 10.0 5870 39.4 29.7 182

20 2.0 4170 40.1 28.0 150

20 0.2 2430 40.6 35.8 1 17

- 10.0 7850 54.7 45.3 272

-10 2.0 5587 45.7 38.2 225

-10 0.2 3390 31.6 26.7 169

-t0 10.0 13300 63.1 60.7 617

-40 2.0 9200 63.0 54,4 470

-40 O.2 6500 40.0 35.3 310

-15 0.0 21100 27.4 26.0 828

-5 2.0 14400 40.8 38.2 720

0. 2 11850 43. 1 38.9 550

-75 10.0 34300 12.0 7.7 1070

-75 2.0 21600 20.9 16.5 905

-75 0. 2 14700 30.2 27.4 722
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As shown on Figure 35, the modified power law equation does not
quite fit the experimental data in the glassy or equilibrium modulus regions.
In previous tests of other propellants much better agreement has been ob-

i-aied.

A modified test technique was then used to obtain additional relaxation
modulus data for TP- L8006 propellant. This modified technique was based
on the direct measurement of relaxation load versus time at constant strain
increments. It was thought that this method would give more accurate values
of relaxation modulus than the original method, which was based on slope
measurements of a master stress-strain curve obtained from constant strain
rate test data. End-bonded tensile specimens were strained to 2. 5% at a
cross-head speed of 2.0 in/min. Load readings were taken at 1.0, 2.0, 4.0,
7. 0, and 10.0 minutes; and values for relaxation modulus were calculated at
each time. Relaxation modulus data from both methods are shown on Figure
36. In general, the agreement of the relaxation modulus obtained by the two
different methods is considered good in the time range of general interest.
For very short times or low temperatures there is a substantial difference.
For long-term storage at a constant temperature, the calculated stresses are
expected to be approximately the same when either relaxation modulus curve
is used in the calculation.

The constant strain test results were shifted to account for the
different test temperatures based on the reference temperature (Ts) deter-
mined from the constant strain uniaxial test and the WLF shift factor (a) with
the usual constants. That is:

-8.86 (T- T)

101.6 + (T-Ts)

Ts 259 K

The reference temperature (Ts) in the shift factor equation was
determined by shifting the maximum stress values measured in the constant
strain rate test. The use of this ultimate tensile property in establishing the
shift factor could account for the relative poor shift in the constant strain
data at the low temperatures. As stated previously, the constant strain data
were obtained at a strain of 2.5%.
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TESTING

Test Facility

All testing including the gage checkout cycling was conducted in the
aeroheat tt-st facility. This Thiokol developed facility was designed and built
primarily for full-scale direct connect and subscale free jet testing of air
breathing propulsion systems. Because of the general arrangement and over-
all capability, the facility can be adapted for testing most applications requir-
ing high temperature and high pressure air. This facility was adapted and
used for the aeroheat testing in this program. The facility, as adapted for
this program, consisted of air compressors, air storage tanks, air piping
and regulating equipment, a capacitance air heater, a test chamber, and
data acquisition and control equipment. A schematic layout of the facility as
adapted for this program is shown on Figure 37. Descriptions of the capa-
bilities of this equipment are presented in the following sections.

Air Compressor System

An electric motor driven, stationary-type compressor (see Figure 38)
with a capacity of 280 SCFM (standard cubic feet per minute) or 21 lb/min at
',,,000 psia is used to pressurize the storage tanks. This compressor is capa-
ble of satisfying all the requirements of the air facility. However, two aux-
iliary truck mounted compressors are available as a back-up system. These
units have a combined capacity of 170 SCFM (12 lb/min) at 3, 500 psia.

Air Storage

Air is stored in three tanks (see Figure 39) having a total volume of
1, 875 cubic feet. The tanks are rated for operation at a pressure 3, 500 psia.
Total storage capacity is approximately 33, 500 pounds at 530 0 R. Usable air
depends upon the pressure to which the tanks can be depleted. Typical oper-
ating times are shown on Figure 40 for various air flow rates.

Process Air Piping

The process air piping delivers air from the storage tanks to the test
Lhamber. Immediately downstream of the tanks, pressure is dropped through
a manifold of three pressure regulators (see Figure 41) from tank level to an
intermediate level. As shown on Figure 37, the air is then passed through a
critical flow venturi which is used to monitor the mass flow rate of air flowing
through the system. The pressure immediately upstream of the venturi is
measured and used as the controlling parameter for maintaining a mass flow/

time schedule. Control of the pressure at this point is accomplished by the
three aforementioned pressure regulators. After the flow p,•ses through the
venturi it is split with a portion being dissected through the capacitance heater
with the rest bypassing the heater. Just upstream of the test chamber, the
two streamb are merged with the heated air mixing with the unheated air. The
mixed air temperature is monitored just upstream of the test article. Control
of the temperature is accomplished.
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Figure 37. Schematic Layout of Aeroheat Facility
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Heaters

The capacitance heater is a single-pass, tube-type heat exchanger
(see Figure 42) with heavy-wall tubes to provide heat storage capacity for
limited runs at high temperatures. The propane-fired gas burner has a maxi-
mum output of 12, 000, 000 Btu/hr. The heater is capable of sustaining

0
1,400°R at a flow rate of 15 lb/sec for a period of 30 seconds. At flow rates

0
up to 7 lb/sec, the heater is capable of continuous operation at 1, 400 R and
1,000 psia. A temperature controller and cold air bypass separate from
that described above are located at the heater. For operating temperatures
less than maximum, the desired temperature is set on the temperature con-
troller and the necessary amount of cold air is mixed with the heated air to
maintain the temperature at the desired level. For these tests, the heater
was set at a constant firing level and the amount of air passing through it was
varied as necessary to meet the required temperature history.

Test Chamber

The test chamber consisted of a section of 14 inch standard pipe with '2
a flange on the upstream end to attach it to the standard facility piping. The
details of how the test article was placed and held in the test section will be
discussed in a later section.

Conditioning Box

A standard double wall 8Z inch long by 32 inch wide by 48 inch deep
(inside measurements) was located next to the test chamber. This box was
adapted to accommodate raw liquid CO 2 being dumped directly into the box to
provide low temperature capability to - 100 0 F. Heating capability was pro-
vided by the use of steam coil mounted within the box.

Data Acquisition and Control Equipment

Data acquisition and recording are done by a Systems Engineering
Laboratories (SEL) Model 600, 96-channel low-level digital data acquisition
system. This system shown on Figure 43 contains signal conditioning and
electrical calibration equipment, a 96-channel multiplexer, analog-to-digital
converter, tape recorders, . six-channel digital-to-analog converter, and
tape processor. The system was designed for continuous data recording, but
a sequencing device designed and built by Thiokol for use on this program was
added which also allows data to be acquired and recorded at any time interval

4 (between one second and 10 hours) for any desired duration. Minimum data
sampling time is 120 milliseconds (one data record). A photograph of the
sequencer panel as well as the closed circuit TV screen displaying the end of
the test section is presented on Figure 44.

The data acquisition system samples and records data, while automat-
ically controlling countdown sequencing. The primary multiplexer samples
up to 95 analog inputs. The 96th channel is eub-multiplexed for 30 additional
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inputs giving a total capability of 125 channels. The 96-channel multiplexer
can be programmed to sample 6, 12, 48 or 96 inputs during each cycle. At
the start of each cycle of the primary multiplexer, the 30-channel sub-multi-
plexer samples one input. Each sample of data from the two multiplexer is
presented to the analog-to-digital converter, where it is converted into a
12-bit binary word. The sample rate to the analog-to-digital converter is
always Z4, 000 words/sec and the individual input sampling rate is dependent
on the program of the 95-channel multiplexer. For example, in the 96-
channel mode, each primary channel is sampled every four milliseconds. In
the six-channel mode, each primary channel is sampled every 250 micro-
seconds.

All data are recorded in real time on one inch, sixteen-track magnetic
tape. Up to six channels of data can be converted from the digital encoded
value to an analog reconstruction of the original signal and recorded in real
time on an oscillograph. Any number of analog records can be obtained in
groups of six by playing back the one-inch tape. After the test has been com-
pleted, the data from the one-inch tape are processed and recorded on a
nine track, one-half inch magnetic tape in gapped format for direct entry into
an IBM 360 computer.

Complete ten step electrical calibration equipment is provided within
the system. Automatic electrical calibration of each input transducer is
accomplished during each countdown sequence. A final pre-test calibration
sequence is performed automatically immediately prior to each test. A post-
test calibration sequence is performed on command immediately after the
test. Calibrations can also be entered directly into the computer relating
digital counts to the corresponding engineering units output of the transducer.
This method is used with the normal stress, shear stress, and clip-type
strain gages used in the SALE program.

Hardware and Procedures

Motor Geometry

A drawing of a motor in the test chamber is shown on Figure 45. As
shown, a fairing or nose cone is attached to the head end of the motor. This
fairing provides a smooth, uniform flow over the outside motor case and also
protects the head end of the grain from direct aeroheating which, if allowed,
would be nonrepresentative of actual missile heating. The fairing is fabri-
cated from thin sheet metal and is attached to a center body that is fastened
to a boss bolted to the motor case through the igniter port. Similarly, an
aft fairing is used to maintain a smooth flow over the aft end of the motor.

This fairing is attached to the normal Maverick aft motor closure and blast
tube assembly with the blast tube removed.

The motor is mounted in the chamber by two rods which extend through
a special mounting plate which forms part of the chamber wall. The forward
mount is attached to the boss that extends through the nose fairing skin. The
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aft mount is attached to the aft closure assembly. The motor is secured to
{this special mounting plate prior to testing and remains attached until the

aeroheat testing of the motor is completed. A photograph of the test motor
being installed into the test chamber is shown on Figure 46. The corner of
the conditioning box is visible in the left center of the photograph.

Test Instrumentation

Instrumentation in terms of pressure and temperature sensors was
incorporated into the test hardware to provide a record of the actual test con-
ditions. Flow rate and the temperature of the air ahead of the motor in the
test chamber were monitored and used as the basis for control. As stated
previously, the flow rate was measured using a critical flow venturi. The
pressure and temperature upstream of venturi throat was measured and
monitored in the control room. These values were also recorded on the SEL
system. Since the air temperature change upstream of the venturi during a
test was small, only the pressure was actually used in the control of flow rate.
'I he air temperature control was based on the air temperature measure by
Chromel-Alumel probes in the test chamber. The location of these probes as
well as other instrumentation on the test chamber is shown on Figure 47. The
purpose of measuring the static pressure along the edge of the aeroheat
chamber adjacent to the motor was to define the local velocity field. A pitot
probe was,as shown, also employed to measure total pressure at aft end of
the flow passage. The measurements along with the static pressure ahead of
iOw, motor were used basically in the early portion of the test program to
chock out the simulation method. Since the simulation compared well with
flight predictions (discussed in the next section) many of these pressure
measurements were discontinued during the IM testing.

In addition to the test chamber instrumentation, thermocouples were
also installed on the test motor. Ten copper-Constantan thermocouples were
installed on the outside of the motor case as shown on Figure 47. This
arrangement was maintained for all the UM and IM's tested. The location of
these thermocouples on the IMs are also given in Figures 30, 31, and 32. The
purpose of these thermocouples was to determine the nature of the heating
"gradients that existed along and around the motor. Graih bore temperatures
were also measured. These served as a guide to determine if the, heating rate

produced the same bore temperature rise as predicted by the THVINC analysis.

Other instrumentation and electronic systems unique to the instrumren-
ted motor are discussed under Instrumented Motor Testing.

Aeroheat TesL Plan and Proceduies

The general test plan at thf onset of this program was to subject an tn-
t•is i,-imented motor to fifty aeroheat cycles prior to testing the instrumented

Mliolors. As stated before, the purpose of testing an UM was to guarantee
that the avroheat schedules were not so severe as to fail the IM's prematurely
whil , insuring that the sequence of tests would result in eventual, and timely
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tailure of the IM's. The sequence of test schedules planned for UM #1 were
as outlined on Figure 12. Each test schedule consists of ten cycles of a given
motor time-temperature profile. This time-temperature profile relates to
the environment that the motor is in at a given time. In general, this con-
sists of simulating the heat transfer coefficient (h) and adiabatic wall tempera-
ture (Taw) profiles as a function of time for a given mission through the
duration of that mission; after which, the storage at a specified temperature
is simulated. For test purposes, the values of h and Taw are converted into
terms of venturi pressure (from required flow rate) and aeroheat chamnber
temperature histories. For this series of these tests the ambient storage
temperature was selected at -65 0 F. Therefore, the motor is conditioned to
this tempera. ire for a minimum prescribed length of time prior to aeroheat
testing.

The procedure used in conducting thest tests is basically as follows.
Initially, the motor was conditioned to a temperature of -65 0 F. Heat trans-
fer calcuiations made for motors of this type ti.:ve shown tlhat a period of at
least 20 ho,ars of eit:yosure ir a forced convection environment are required to
bring the motor zo an equilibrium temperature of -C5 0 F from an initial
temperature of 77 0 F. This period of time was adopted as the minimum time
between tests. Once this prescribed period of time had been achieved, the
motor was removed from the conditioning box and installed in the aeroheat
chamber. This operation took, on the average, thre,: minutes to complete.
Upon installation, the area was clearerd with all personnel ,oing to the block
house. Data were beinr recorded during this time at one minute intervals.
To assure repeatability from cycle to cycle, airflow was not started until the
ten-rxinute mark had been reachr'd. This is a reference time from about one
minute before the conditioning box was opened. During the period of airflow,
data were recorded manually every ten seconds for the first 180 seconds, and
then at 30-second intervals until the test was completed at about 1020 seconds.
Following the test, the inner bo:e was inspccted for cracks, etc. and the
motor placed back in.o conditioning.
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S Uninstrumented Motor Aeroheat Testing

Uninstrumented motor testing was begun with the SFPI mission as
planned (Figure 12) in an attempt to achieve an early failure. As discussed
earlier, the modes of failure expected was bore cracking although the possi-
bility of unbond between liner and case or liner and propellant was not ruledJ out because of the high temperatures encountered. Upon completion of this
schedule there was some question as to whether the liner had failed or not
that is, a possible failure by reversion under high temperature. Because of
this possibility, testing deviated from the original test plan and a short series
of three very severe tests was conducted; after which the mctor was dissected.
The following discussion pertains to the results of UM #1 and UM #2 testing.
A summary of the tests conducted on these two motors is included as Table 7.

The SFPI mission profile when translated into test conditions is shown
on Figure 48. Here the flow rate and air temperature just upstream of the
motor is presented as a function of test time. The test actually begins just
prior to opening the conditioning box to remove the motor. Air flow is
initiated at the 600 second (10 minutes) time p-oint and continues until shut
down at approximately 1400 seconds (23. 3 minutes) By comparing these
profiles with those shown on Figure 2, one can see that the actual test con-
dition compares well with those planned. The expanded time scale over the
first 180 seconds on Figure 48 should be noted in making such a comparison.
The difference in the values between the mass flux level shown on Figure 2
and the 'low i-te valves shown here in Figure 48 is because flow rates is
equal to mass flux times the flow area. The flow area in this case would be
the cross sectional area between the motor and the test chamber wall.

Although this motor is referred to as an uninstrumented motor, thermo-
couples were attached to the case and the inner bore of the grain as shown on
Figure 49. The purpose of the thermocouples was to provide data to check
whether the motor case was responding to the aeroheat cycle as predicted in
the severity analysis. The temperature-time profiles of the case as predic-
ted using THVINC were based on the flight recovery temperature and heat
transfer coefficient profiles. If the flight conditions are being properly simu-
lated in the facility, then the case should respond as predicted. This com-
parison is shown on Figure 49. The symbols renr •ent the mean of the ten
cycles. TI- comparison is excellent, thus coni', ,ing proper simulation of
the SFPI m,3sion.

Sufficient thermocouple data were measured to provide the tempera-
ture distribution over the motor as show- on Figure 31. The distribution
shown :s, of course, expected. The temperature near the head-end of the
rrotor is lower than near the mid-point because of three-dimensional condtc-
tion effects. Th.- nose cone fairing prot,-ts the head end from direct exposure,
thus providing a large heat sink area. The same is true at the aft end where
the large steel fairing provides a considerable heat sink. One would, of
course, expect similar gradients to exist on an actual wing carried missile.
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The temperatures at Sta. 13. 50 would show a minimum effect of end losses
and thus would be more representative of simple aerodynamic heating on a
cone cylinder body. This station is the source for those data presented on
Figure 50.

UM #I was checked for bore cracking after each test and X-rayed for
damage at the completion of the 10 SFPI test sezies. No failure was detec-
ted; however, this did not rule out liner failure. Inasmuch as this motor had
been subjected to case temperature levels of 300°F and greater for a period
of approximately nine minutes per test (as seen in Figure 50) for an accumu-
lation of 90 minutes, the possibility of a liner failure due to material
reversion was suspected. Evidence of the liner reverting to a tar-like
material was seen during calibration of the normal stress gages. Reversion
was avident in three of the liner-potted gages when exposed for a long period
of tin,e at 300 0 F. Separate laboratory tests have shown that significant
weight loss and complete reversion occurs when a strip of liner is placed Ln a
300°F oven for a period of one hour in the presence of air. Whether the
same occurs when the liner is confined within a motor is not known. How-
ever, if such a reversion were to occur, the structural response in terms of
inducing high hoop stresses by aeroheating the motor would be changed. A
complete reversion of the liner in that section directly exposed to the high
temperatures would in effect isolate the grain from the case, and it would be
impossible to induce the level of hoop stresses at the inner bore as shown in
Figure 8.

Because of the suspected liner reversion, the testing sequence
originally outlined for UM #1 was suspended and a special 3-test schedule was
selected. Tie purpose here was to attempt an immediate failure by subject-
ing the grain to as severe a thermal shock (TS) as possible. Therefore, it
was desirable to produce stress levels within the grain that would exceed by
considerable margn the failure boundary criteria for the propellant. To
accomplish this, it was necessary to determine if the test facility in the pre-
sent configuration could provide a sufficiently fast start up to induce the high
stress levels in the grain. A shakedown run of the facility (without UM #1
installed) was conducted with resulting pressure and temperature histories
input into THVINC to determine the stress level. The initial temperature on
the motor was also dropped to -750F to increase the severity of the cycle.
The results from the THVINC calculations indicated that the desired high
stress levels c ýuld be produced. The failure boundary curve presented as
Figure 9 shows that the typical aeroheat mission moves upward and would
push out through the boundary curve for a value of a- max (298/T) of approxi-
mately 1400. For this cycle, the value of o-max (298/T) predicted by THVINC
was 2300. This cycle then should be of sufficient severity to cause a failure,
if the liner were still structurally sound.

Three of the TS designated tests were conducted. using this cycle and
the bore was visually inspected after each test. The test conditions typical of
the TS cycle are illustrated in terms of flow rate and air temperature on
Figure 51. The extremely expanded time scale should be noted when compar-
ing these conditions with the SFPI test conditions. Results of these tests in
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terms of case temperature histories are presented on Figure 52. After the

third test, the motor was replaced in conditioning for 24 hours and then X- 'sJ
rayed. Again no evidence of any failure,either at the bond interfaces or the

inner bore,was found. Inasmuch as a detectable failure was not found after

such severe testing does not deny the hypothesis that the liner had reverted.

Based on this evidence, it was decided to (1) suspend further testing of
UM #1, (2) dissect this motor to see if the liner had really reverted, (3)
obtain a new inotor (UM #2) instrumented in the same manner as UM #1, and
(4) resume testing.

As with UM #1, the inventory of reject production motors was checked
to determine if any were available which could be used in this program as
UM #2. This check resulted in Motor L-186-52 being selected. This motor

:; was originally rejected as had UM #1 (Motor L-158-15) because of a slightly
oversize void in one of the star points. Since a void in the star point does
rnot affect the failure characteristics and the remainder of the grain was in
near perfect condition, this motor was obtained for use as UM #2.

Testing of UM #2 was initiated using the DMP-3 mission profile as
the schedule. This particular schedule was chosen because it is one of the
least severe in terms of both stress levels and temperature levels. Conse-
quently, testing was continued with the effects of aeroheat induced stresses

being accumulated without fear of adverse temperature effects on the liner
until after UM #1 could be dissected and the state of the liner reviewed.

4 The dissection of UM #1 was accomplished by use of a remotely opera-

ted lathe to cut the motor into three sections forward, center, and aft which
are 5.4, 8.5 and 5.4 inches long, respectively. The procedure use in this
operation is illustrated in a later section dealing with motor dissection.
Basically, the center section is that part between the foremost and aftmost
thermocouples shown on Figure 47. The liner was in excellent condition at
both the cut locations showing no sign of damage due to high temperature
exposure. Soft X-rays were made of the center section; but no evidence was
found of any dcfects over and above those shown on the original motor X-rays.

Since no failure was found, it appeared that perhaps either the theoretical
calculations were in error or the uniaxial failure boundary is not appropriate
for this loading condition. Further insight into this was felt to be gained
from the UM #2 tests and the IM #1 t-,sts.

Testing of UM #2, as shown on Table 7 began with the DMP-3 mission

schedule. The corresponding test conditions in terms of flow rate and air
temperature are shown on Figure 53. It is of interest to compare the actual
case temperature histories with that predicted by THVINC for UM #2. Such

a comparson is shown on Figure 54. Inasmuch as the comparison appears
rather poor, we have taken the liberty to also show the cause on the same
figure by presenting a comparison between actual and desired test air temper-
atures. The heat transfer coefficients have been matched very closely (i. e.
hflight -htest) and it is obvious that the case wall temperature mismatch

corresponds very closely to the air temperature mismatch. The reason that
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a mismatch exists between actual and desired air temperature is the inability
to cool the air being introduced into the aeroheat chamber without going to a

k rather expensive effort of injecting a coolant such as liquid nitrogen into the •

air stream. The effort that this mismatch has on severity level is rather
slight and certainly not sufficient to justify the cost of cooling. ýT!

Following completion of the DMP-3 schedule, the decision was made
to test a hot day version of the HSM mission profile. (This schedule is desig- 1¾
nated HSMH). This decision was made jointly by Thiokol and AFRPL during
a meeting at Thiokol on 73 March 15, in which the test schedule for the re-
rmaining UM tests was outlined. Following a ten cycle test series of :iSMH,
a ten cycle test series of SFPI schedule and then a seven cycle test series of
the TS schedule would be conducted. This would then complete the original
test program scheduled for 50 total tests on uninstrumented motors. Selection
of these remaining scbedules was based upon the fact that the liner in UM 91A
was found to be in excellent condition when that motor was dissected. There-
fore, the remaining schedules had the purpose of providing an accumulation

of at least twenty cycles of damage prior to loading at the same level that
UM #1 was loaded by the SFPI and TS schedules.

Typical test conditions for the HSMH series are shown on Figure 54A.
The motor case temperature case history is also shown on this figure to
present comparison with the air temperature history. The effect of shorten-
ing the schedule is, of course, essentially the same as terminating these
curves at a value of test time of 1200 seconds.

After the ten cycles of the HSMH schedule were completed, the SFPI 4
schedule used in the UM #1 tests was implemented. Ten cycles of the SFPI
were completed. Visual inspections made of the inner bore at the end of
each test did not revealed &ny evidence of failure through completion of this
schedule. At this point, this motor, UM #2, had undergone 30 cycles of nero-
heat tests--10 each of the DMP-3, HSMH, and SFPI schedules.

The aeroheat testing of UM #2 was completed with a series of seven
TS type tests. Such a test should induce hoop stresses at the inner bore much
greater than propellant capability if THVINC calculations are to be believer]; I
and a motor subjected to seven of these cycles should exhibit some cracking
of the inner Lore. But as was the case with UM #1 which was subjected to
three such cycles, no evidence of cracking was found. A possible reason for
the lack of cracking on CIM #1 was attributed to propellant surface softening
because of moisture damage. However, this could not have been the case in
the UM #2 tests, since the propellant grain was kept under a dry nitrogen
atmosphere during testing. The evidence, at this time, seems to point more
and more toward overly conservative prediction by THVINC. This is quite
possible since only meager data was available from which to construct a
relaxation modulus curve as a function of reduced time. If the effective
relaxation modulus in the motor was lower than used in the calculation, then
the actual motor stresses would be much lower. The existence of the thick
liner which should exhibit much lower modulus values than the propellant
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Would keep the stresses at a lower level than.Oredictedi In, the Orbdicti~ni,
th lnrWas assumed to have the s~ame modulus as the&prpqp~eJit4_ ýqobius
overprediction. Further, the calculations were based oh plane strain- '-an
assumption which would cause some- overprediction of Mess.Te~~~t
have been cons ide red in -the IM testfing and analysis and the results are digs-
cuissed in the subsequent sections.
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.mnsttupe ted Motor Testingý•Instk i t

SGa~eo Che ckoutT e sting

Gage Completion and Identification

Prior to aeroheat testing of the instrumented motors, they under-
went a specialized temperature cycle to check out the behavior of the gages
and establish appropriate data acquisition and reduction procedures. Before
any of this could begin, it was necessary to complete considerable electronic
circuitry and cabling work in order to tie the motors into the SEC data
acquisition system. Since ýhe circuitry contained in the gages represent
only half of a Wheatstone bridge as shown on Figure 55, a circuit must be
constructed external to the gage --- preferably near the data acquisition
system ---- to complete this bridge. For this program, a printed circuit
(pc) board was designed capable of accommodating twelve gages. This
allowed all the gages in a motor (10 maximum) to be handled on one pc board
with two space circuits available in case we might later want to add additional
clip gages. A rack mount panel box was designed and fabricated to house
each pc board. The assembly is referred to as the Bridge Completion Unit
(BCU). A top view of this u'it is show:. on Figure 56. The circuitry on t'l-
p(: hoar.1 is easily identifia'1,,. The resistors a.insd to complete the circuit
are on the under side of the board with only the solder terminations visible in
this view. All twelve circuits are hooked in parallel with power from a 28
volt power supply fed to the terminal strip visible on the left side of the
photograph. The 8-pin connectors visible at the top of the photograph accom-
modate the standard test facility cabling from the test bay to the control
room by which the gages are connected to the BCU. The cables exiting the
box in three locations tie the BCU into the SEC data acquisition syctem.
These units are portable and easily transported with the motors. Readouts
c'an then be made across the pins of the output cables with a digital voetmeter.

These units were used to hbk up the gages following the clip gage
installation to get the first check of the embedded gage readouts since casting.
All normal gages with the exception of SIN 44 seemed to function as expected.
It was found that the wiring diagram for the bridge circuits on the normal
gages provided by Dr. Leeming was reversed in terms of gage polarity. That
means an increasing positive voltage signifies tensile loads rather than the
customary compressive loads.

A code was developed for use in identifying the particular gage with
respect to type, location (that is, which motor; 1, 2., or 3), and a factory
serial number. For example, CI-12 is the identifying code for a clip gage

installed in IM 0 1. The factory serial number of this gage is 12. Similarly,
the prefix N refers to Normal gages, S refers to the shear gages, and T
refers to thermocouple. This code is used in all subsequent discussions
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concerning the different gages. The locations of these gages and thermo- !

couples in terms of head end, center or aft end of each motor are summarized
in Table 8. The exact locations were shown on Figures 30, 31, and 32. The

thermocouples carrying the same numbers as the gage means, that-thermo-
couple was installed next to that gage. For example TI-50 refers to the ther-

mocouple next to gage Nl -50. The thermocouple number 1-6 refers to those
in the thermocouple slab. As shown,a considerable number of these thermo-
couples including all in the thermocouple slab installed in IM #1 were found to
be open after core removal. The copper and constantan thermocouple wire
used was 0. 005-inch diameter. On a few couples which were separable the

breaks were found outside the motor and always in the copper wire. Upon
closer examination the copper wire was seen to be quite brittle and would
break when kinked .. a condition not normally found with this wire. This
problem can be aleviated in the future by the use of chromel-alumel thermo-
couples which will provide considerably more strength.

Data Reduction Procedures

Reduction of digital data into stresses and strains was acoomplished in
two steps. First the digital data in terms of digital counts were processed
through the computer and converted into millivolts for the gages and tempera-
ture In degrees F. for the thermocouples. These data in this format were
printed out by the computer and also recorded on magnetic tape. A consputer
code was written which utilized this data tape as input and converted the
millivolt values into stress in psi or strain into percent. Output of this
program included printed tabulations with printer plots, punched cards for
machine plots, and magnetic tape for high density storage.

The basis for reducing the stress gage data was based on the principles
given in the Gage User's Manual.

1
As shown in the Gage User's Manual , if the output of a gage embedded

in a viscoelastic material (propellant) is considered, then the general equation
relating the gage output and the stress is as follows:

t
a =(r- • )dS( 7 ) dr

o bT dr

whe re:

b Vertical shift factor for gage
T

4 (t) = Inverse gage sensitivity (psi/mv)

S(t) = Gage Output as function of time
t

Reduced time dt'
0 a

LPC Gage User's Manual AFRPL-TR-71-131.
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TABLE 8

SUMMARY'OF INSTRUMENTS INSTALLED IN MOTORS

Location

Motor Head End Cefiter Aft End

IM H1 Ni-50 NI-40 N4-41
TI-50 T1-50 SIl.07
SI-1i09 N1.49 TI-1&107
TI-109 CI-13 Clr- 14

j- c2 C1-13 C1-14
Ti-12

IM 112 NZ-42 NZ-48 NZ-46
S2-105 TZ-48 T2-4A
TZ-105 NZ-51 SZ-111
SZ-110 TZ-51 C0-17
C2-15 C2-16":, T2-17
T2- 15 TZ- 16:'"

TZ-1
TZ-2
T2-3
TZ-4
TZ-5

IM H13 N3-44 N3-43 N3-45
T3-44 T3-43 T3-108
S3-104 N3-47 C3-20
T3-104 T3-47 T3-Z0
C3-18 C3-19"
T3-18 T3-l19•"'

T3-1
T3-2
T3-3
T3-4
T3-5
T3-6

Approximately 5.7 inches aft of center
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This ,equationemust be used~if the elastic gage rjspqnse is, fou•ndA tochange
significantly with temperature, i.,e. if the shape.of~the calibration cu rves is,
te mpe f ature: edependent.

In many cases, the "potted" normal gage is compensated such that
the sensitivity is essentially constant with temperature. In this case, .1
becomes a constant, K2 , and &he above equatt'oh reduces to: bT+

t

O= K K dS ('r) dr K K2 S(t) -S(o)0)
dT 1

This simple equation is the one used for normal gage data interpretation with
the provision that the S(t) and S(o). are the changes in gage output reading j
from the zero load gage readings at that temperature, as defined below:

S(t) = S (t) - S (t) loadz r lo d T =const !

S (o) S (o) -S (0) d T const

where S is the uncorrected gage output as in a function of time in the loaded
motor, These may be graphically illustrated as shown on Figure 57. For }
the normal gage in this program, the value of S(o) was selected as gage out-
put measured at a temperature of 170OF during the gage checkout tests, All
subsequent data was referenced to this point in both time and temperature. A
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Tiisimple equA~tion is the one usebd for normaEl gage,ý data 'inteýrpretationý with
the proVisidfi iha~t the S(t)'and-S(b) ,ar6 the changes ih ,gagie--,t'ouitp~rea'ding,
fromn the zero load gage readings at that temperatiare, a6s46fefind-!below:v

S t, S S (t)er, od
L T const

S (o) is (0) -S (o)
zero load i

T const

where S is the uncorrected gage output as-a function of time. These, may be
v ~aphically illustrated as~:

S'

:T. .......

Fi.r .'7 .......hi~ .tce S. t ... c ..... fo:at rto
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:L ,Tem~perature €y¥iibg

The checkout of the gages installed in each of the three IM motors

was accomplished by subjecting all three motors simultaneously to slow step-
wise temperature changes between the extremes in temperature anticipated

"during subsequent testing. The motors setting in the conditioning box with
all electronic cabling hooked up are shown on Figure 58 just prior to tempera-
ture cycling. The purpose of these tests was, of course, to determine if
each gage was functioning prooerly byý considering chainges ,in the level of the
output as temperature is changed and repeatability as.the temperature Was
cycled. The temperature steps and time at which the motors were exposed
to that temperature; are summarized-in Table 9. 'Tlhe. response of the gages
in terms~of millivolt output as a. function of local gage temperature are
presented on a series of graphs compil .4 in Appendix A.

In discussing the results of the gage checkout tests, the gages have
been grouped according to type as opposed to motor location.- The clip
gages are discussed first., In general, the response of the clip gages have
been satisfactory. Two gages, CZ-16 and C3-19, appear to have under-
gone some change during testing that resulted in huge shifts in output. Both
of these gages were located in the high strain region near the aft end of the
smaller bore of the two CP motors.

The normal gages responded relatively well over the temperature
range except N2-48 which did not have a reasonable degree of repeatability.
Since this gage was calibrated at 300F, the problem could have originated
there. It is obvious from inspection of these data that repeatability was
difficult to define, inasmuch as there seems to be considerable hysteresis
effects. These effects were not unanticipated; and, it is now quite evident j
that the reading of a gage at any particular temperature is a very strong
function of the rate of temperature change that had occurred in reaching
this temperature. The large offsets in normal gage output at 170*F was not
believed to be realistic but probably due to some type of zero shift. This was
the reason for defining the term S(o) at that condition. I

The shear gages were for the most part questionable. Gage SI-109
appeared to be bad with the output wandering between -100 and -200 milli-
volts. The other gage Si -107 in IM #1 appeared to be functioning normally.
All three gages in IM #2 appeared to be functioning normally. The only shear
thus was considered questionable at the time.

Millivolt output data of the gages, which were recorded as motor
temperature was varied, were reviewed with the project officer and were
used as the basis for selecting a motor to be used in aeroheat testing. Motor
IM #2 was selected because all three shear gages were functioning; even
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T A BLE 9'

INSTRUMENTED; MOTOR TEST SUMMARY'
GAGE-CHECKOUT TESTS*'

Test Initial Final Time A TatlTime,
Number Temperature Tempratue T of Test

TLOF TF oF Hr. His

1 86 1i7 12 24

2 117 148 12 24

3 148 174 60 72
4 174 117 12 24

5 117 67 12 24
6 67 -5 12 24

7 .5 -44 12 24

8 -44 -67 60 72

9 -67 -83 12 24

10 -83 -40 12 24

11** -40 0 -- 24
0*

13 82 -36 9 24

14 -36 169 48 72

15 168 83 8 24

*All three IM's tested simultaneously
**Data Acquisition System Malfunction - no data r-corded

***Test Scheduled, but Canceled
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though some questions existed in the interpretation of the data from gage
number SZ-105. This gage located in the head end of the motor, ninety
degrees from SZ-110, showed a much greater sensitivity to motor tempera-
ture change than SZ-1l0. However, both gages showed the same trends and
when the output of SZ-105 was attenuated by a factor of three, a reasonable
comparison existed.

Inasmuch as IM #Z was selected for aeroheat testing, the millivolt
data was reduced into stresses and strains and compared with theory. The
normal stress variation with temperature measured by gage NZ-51 is shown on
Figure 59. A linear elastic axisymmetric analysis was performed modeling
the whole propellant grain at 1800F, 75*F, 00 F, and -75OF which are also
shown on Figure 59 for comparison. Note that the general tendency of the
gage output and analysis results respond in the same manner. However, in
an elastic analysis the solution is very dependent upon the selection of
relaxation time for calculating the propellant modulus from the relaxation
modulus curve. Based upon this fact, a comparative study was performed
at different relaxation times to determine the normal stress response as a
function of temperature. As shown on Figure 60, the relaxation time has
a substantial effect at low temperature. The high stress at low temperature
seems to be a realistic response for this motor.

The time history of the stress levels measured by gage NZ-51 during the
overall period of these tests is shown along with the corresponding tempera-
ture on Figure 61. As a matter of interest, two stress levels are shown---
one referred to as bench and the other as motor. The difference in these are
based on whether the post gage installation calibration data'are used or not.
The motor calibration is based on the post installation zero load data shown
on Table 3 and the data reduction equation discussed previously and illustrated
on Figure 57. The bench calibration assumes use of the factory gage zero
readings which basically set the value of S(o) equal to zero. The difference,
as expected, is considerable at low temperature.
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Figure 59. Normal Stress in IM #2 as Measured by Gage N2-51
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Instrumented Motor Aeroheat Testing

Fifty aeroheat tests were conducted on instrumented motors as illustra-
ted in Table 10. As shown, all three motors were subjected to aeroheat
testing, a deviation from the original program plan brought on by an unbond
failure in IM #2 in the early phases of its testing. Because of this failure,
IM f*3 was tested in order to fully obtain the structural response of the CP
configuration to the aeroheat loads. Since, however, this did not leave a
CP motor without a test history to evaluate the aeroheat similation tests, it
was decided to also aeroheat IM #1 to determine the structural response of
that configuration. This then would alilow direct comparison of the structural
response between the aeroheat tests and the equilibrium temperature cycle
simulation tests on a single motor,

IM 12 Aeroheat Test Results

"Aeroheat testing of IM #2 consisted of a total of 21 aeroheat tests
being conducted as illustrated in Table 10. The first six tests were conducted
to provide baseline motor response data for the three aeroheat temperature-
time schedules representative of light, moderate, and severe aeroheat
missions. Inasmuch as failure had not been induced by a cycle as severe as
the TS series in the UM aeroheat testing, it was felt that these six tests could
be conducted without fear of a motor failure. This conclusion was based on the
fact that the SFPI mission on the CP configuration would not be as severe as
the TS cycle on the star configuration. Based on this UM experience, the
SFPI missions were tested after the DMP-3 missions rather than having the
HSMH mission between them as one would expect. The reason for doing this
was based primarily on logistics to minimize the facility changeouts necessary
to accommodate the higher flow rate HSMH mission.

Upon completion of these initial six tests, the HSMH tests were con-
tinued (Tests 7-9) to investigate the effect of changing the initial motor
temperature on the stress level induced by aeroheating at this moderate level.
At a motor temperature of 140 0 F, the initial portion of the aeroheat mission
actually aerocools the motor which tends to nullify the stress buildup during
the later heating phase. Thus, very little stress increase is found for this
condition. The next two tests (Tests 10-11) centered on the SFPI mission to
dete mine the effect of initial motor temperature on that cycle. The tests at
-40°F and 800F were also baseline tests to provide a comparison for tests
such as Tests 13-16, which is an aerocool followed by an aeroheat cycle. The
idea here was to take a motor at ambient temperature and rapdily cool it in
a cold box until the skin reached a temperature of -40 0 F, then subject the
motor to a SFPI mission. This essentially simulates a motor being exposed
to wing carry at high altitude-low Mach number for a period of time followed
lby a (lash to target. Test 17 was a repeat as was Test 12 to determine if the
intermediate tests had resulted in any damage which may have effected the
structural response of the motor.
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TABLE 10
INSTRUMENTED MOTOR TEST SUJMMAR'Y

AEROHEAT TESTS

Grain Test Mi66ion- In'itial Motbr
Motor Configuration Number Profile Temperaiture"

IM #2 CP 1-2 DMP-3 ý-65

3 -4 SP
s-6 HSmH q'
7 I+80
8 +140 1

10 SFPI -40

5"13-14 +80-* .40"
15-16 +140-0-40*
17-19 1-65
20 DMP-3
21 HSMH I

IM #3 CP 1-3 DMP- 3 -65
4 HSMH +55
5-6 4-65
7 SFPI 60
8 0
9-10 -40
11 DMP-3 -65
12-16 SFPII
17 DMP-3

IM #1 STAR 1-2 DMP- 3 -65
3 HSMH
4 SFPI 00

7-11 SFPI -

12 DMP- 3

Thermally equilibrated to higher temperature, then rapidly cooled until
skin reached lower temperature, then aeroheated.
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Following Test 17, a sonic and ultrasonic inspection of the motor was

made. The results of this inspection showed an area of liner-to-case unbond

located near the forward end of the motor as shown on Figure 62. The areas

marked as shown on this figure represent the areas ofunbond. It is interest-

ing to note that the ultrasonic inspection shows unbpnd extending beyond that

found using sonic techniques. The relationship of the unbonded area to loca-

tion of the embedded instrumentation is shown on Figure 63. The fact that the

unbond area is seen to be directly under the thermocouple slab could lead to
speculation that tha instrumentation contributed to t~he failure; however, this

is not felt to be the cause because the liner was in place and completely cured

prior to installation of the gages.

The failure was confirmed by additional sonic inspections and X-ray

inspections with the motor at -65 0 F. Tests 18 and 19 were then conducted to

determine if the area of unbond would grow with repeated cycling. Post test
sonic and ultrasonic inspections revealed essentially no increase in the un-
bond area.

Following the detection of the failure, the principal effort was in

determining if the time at which failure occurred could be detected by the
gages. Throughout testing, a graphical history of gage output in millivolts
prior to an aeroheat test and when the motor was in temperature equilibrium
was maintained for gages N2-51 and N2-48 such as shown on Figures 64 and

65. The data were continuously compared to the comparable data from the
gage checkout tests as each test was made. Inspection of these data show

that essentially no deviation as a function of test number until Test 19 when
gage N2-48 showed a huge decrease in response. (The numbers shown on

Figures t4 and 6ý represent the actual gage output just prior to that aeroheat
test. ) Fven though Gage N2-48 is near the edge of the unbond area, the data
from this and the N2-51 opposite from the unbond do not show sufficient
deviation from initial gage data to indicate that a failure occurred. Based on
these data alone, one might conclude that the failure could have occurred

during gage checkout; however, X-ray inspections made of the motor follow-
ing gage checkout did not indicate an unbond failure.

Since gage output under an equilibrium temperature loading does not

indicate failure, it was decided to evaluate -,,ge response during highly tranbini

loading. These results in millivolts for gages N2-51 and NZ-4b showing in-
duced response for the SFPI mission as a function of time are shown on

.igures 66 and 67. Inspection of these data shows a drastic decrease in

response from Test 3 to 4 to 12 and so on. It is unfortunate that the peak data

for Tests 3 and 4 were lost because of their imposed data acquisition limita-
tions; however, it is obvious that high normal stresses were induced on Test
3 and most probably on Test 4. Therefore, Test 3 or Test 4 became the most

likely time of failure.

A program technical review meeting was held at the AFRPL on

4 October 1973 and, as a result of this meeting, the following action items
were delineated and agreed to by the AFRPL and Thiokol:
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1. Conduct two additional aeroheat tests on IM #2 - one"DMP-3 and one HSMH.

2. Dissect IM #2 by lathe (cut into 4 pieces). The sections
"were to be (1) head end dome, (2) 4-inch-thick segment
containing unbond, (3) 4-inch-thick segment aft of unbond
and (4) aft section. Section 2 was to be cut on the edges
of the unbond.

3. Cut propellant from Sections 2 and 3 and manufacture I
' mini-samples" for uniaxial testing.. The purpose was

to determine if a change or gradient exists in the
propellant proper -es in the radial direction near the ,1
bondline. This was to be done for samples made from

propellantltaken from under the unbond on Section 2.
Similar samples were to be cut and tested from Section

4. Assemble aeroheat hardware on IM #3 (a twin of IM #2)
and initiate aeroheat testing with two DMP-3 missions, :4
followed by several HSMH missions. The SFPI mission A
which failed UM #2 was not tested until after the data
from the less severe tests were reviewed. It was
assumed that approximately 10-12 tests would be con-
ducted using :M #3.

5. Set up and run the same tests on IM #1 (Maverick grain) I
as conducted on IM #3.

The two tests specified in Item I were conducted and designated as
tests 20 and 21. Test 20 was of the DMP-3 type and a duplicate of Test 2;
whereas Test 21 was of the HSMH type and a duplicate of Test 5. The purpose
of conducting these two additional tests was to determine if the failure did
occur during the initial SFPI tests, Tests 3-4, or subsequent to the HSMH 4

tests. The thought here was that the motor or gage response would be signifi-
cantly different between tests made before and after failure for the same
loading condition; therefore, the repeat of Test 2 as Test 20. Similarly, little
change in gage output would be effected if any tests made after the suspected
time of failure were repeated. This condition was satisfied by making Test
21 a repeat of Test 5. 1,

The results of these two tests as compared to their appropriate
counterparts are shown on Figure 68. These data offer no conclusive proof 1 4A
that failure occurred or did not occur on the initial SFPI tests. Certainly
there are no significant difference between the two DMP-3 tests. Somewhat
faster response is found on Test 2; however, this is offset by the higher out-

put levels induced in Test 20. On the other hand, Test 21 (HSMH) shows
essentially little response as compared to Test 5 and even more surprising less
response than Test 20. It almost appears that the motor had reached a point
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of structural degradation wherein the response had become independent of the
severity of the load. That is, the more severe the load, the more relief
offered by the unbond so that only a certain level of stress could be introduced
in the grain.

The above premise seemeti more viable based on the results of
further investigation'into the ttate of the motor following these tests. These
results are discussed in detail in the section entitled, Motor Dissection and
Propellant Property Testing. Vowever, they do show significant unbond over
the entire aft end of the case with the grain actually being pulled forward into
'hp case and cocked. At this point in the investigation, it certainly appeared
that a massive unbond failure occurred furing Test 4 and the area of unbond
grew progressively during subsequernt testing to its final proportions. Further,
the aft shear gages indicate that a high shear stress acting forward is gene-
rated by aeroheat loading. Apparently, the act of rapidly expanding the grain
and case in the middle results in a force attempting to pull the aft end of the
grain forward in the case. Therefore, it became apparent that aeroheating
this motor induced a very complex stress field within the propellant which wc,.s
not readily amenable to theoretical reconciliation.

It became obvious that the only two methods were, available for use in
attempting to correlate gage response with motor condition. The first method
was one in which we looked at the relationship between gage output and motor
temperature when the motor was in thermal equilibrium (Figures 64 and 65).
It was obvious that the failure had to be massive to effect a change in gage out-

* put. Actually it was found that the only indication of motor failure was seen
by the reduced response of the motor/gage to an aeroheat load. This effect
was illustrated by the data from the two normal gages located at the center of
the motor (Figures 66 and 67). During the critical portion of this investi-
gation, the comparisons were made using only the millivolt output data

because of some difficulty in getting the data reduction program operational.
Once it became operational, the test data for all the SFPI tests initiated from
a motor temperature of -65°F were reduced into the appropriate values of 4
stress and strain. These data are presented for all the stress gages in terms
of induced t'.ess on Figures 69-74.

The btress measured by gage N2-51 located in the center of the motor
is illustrated on Figure 69 for the various tests. On Test 3, it can be seen
that gago went off-scale for a considerable period of time (10-140 seconds);
consequently, the magnitude of stress that the motor actually experienced is
not known. The same problem of being off-scale also exists on Test 4; how-
ever, hero we see a very narrow stress peak with very rapid relaxation.
Since the stress rise was much quicker, it would seem that this test was more
severe than Test 3 and was probably the time that the unbond failure occnrred.
This conclusion was partially borne out by the fact that the measured motor
response shows a decrease with each succeeding test.

Examination of results measured by the other normal gages (N2-42
located at the head end of the motor, Figure 70, and N2-46 located at the aft
end of the motor, Figure 71, show similar results. This is particularly true
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for gage NZ-42 which shows nearly a mirror image of gage N2-51. Here again,

the output of this gage was off-scale as noted on Tests 3 and 4. The stress at
the aft end of the motor (Figure 71) as measured by gage N2-46 shows some
reverse trends from the other two. As the unbond failure areas grow in size,
the normal stress induced at the aft end is geeri to indrease, then finally fall
to a very minimal response as seen for Test 19. The reason for this became
somewhat more apparent as the other data Were reviewed. This gage did show
the occurrence of tw. important events. On Test 4, the very rapid stress
buildup is terminated in what appears to be a discontinuous manner, followed
by what appears to be a normal relaxation rate -(normal as compared to Test
3) only to be interrupted again in a discontinuous manner followed by a very
high relaxation rate. These two discontinuities on this test must be interpreted

as being caused by some degree of unbond~occurring. The same phenomena
is seen on 'rest 12 which indicates that unbonding was still occurring or
perhaps some rebonding and unbonding occurred as the liner was heated and
cooled.

Some of the peculiarities at the aft end as noted above become
explainable as shear stress from gage S2-111 presented on Figure 72 is
examined. Again we find a similar result on Test 4, that is, the sharp peak

in shear stress, but of even more importance was the complete lack of shear
on the last three tests. This was construed as meaning that the aft end area
was completely unbonded at that time. This information coupled with the ob-
servations pertaining to the aft end condition (grain pulled forward al 4 cocked
in the case) could be used to speculate why the aft end normal stress varies
as shown on Figure 71. Since the measured stress is a tensile stress, it
would appear that there could be no plausible explanation as to why, if the
motor is unbonded, the induced tensile stress could increase as would appear
to have happened in Tests 17 and 18. The only possible explanation at the
time was that the grain was still bonded at the normal gage location yet un-
bonded at the shear gage location. The higher induced stress would be an
effect of stress concentration near the edge of the unbond. On Test 19 the
unbond may have been complete and the response due to the thermal transient
within the grain itself. Furthermore, the overall stress level had also de-
creased to a point showing a stress-free condition.

iThe head-end shear gages S2-105 shown on Figure 73 and S2-110
shown on Figure 74 provided two important conclusions. First, both showed
almost identical initial response measurements for the tests. This in itself
was quite refreshing, that is to find good redundant information. The differ-

encc in relaxation between the two gages may be due to a nonuniform heating

* ratc over the head of the motor. This is conjecture since the thermocouple

as,•ociald wilh S2•-110 was broken so a direct comparison was not possiblt.

The second conclusion was the fact that the unbond failure affects the shear
and normal stresses in much the same manner.

hIcause of the early failure experienced in IM #2, only Tests 1, 2,
and 3 can be considered as being representative of the motor response to a

. given loading condition. All the rest of the tests find the motor in some sort
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of degraded condition. Examination and use, of these data Are restricted to
analyzing what may be termed "cumulativ6" fatilure." That is the obvious con-
clusion'that*theunbond area grew in s.ize from test to test. From these data
it probably could•be projected that continued cycling would result in continiued
"unbonding~until the .bond stresses -wer completely, relieved. . Since the point
of failure was identified to have occurred on Test 84 (prhaps instigted by the

K severity, of, Test 3), ther~e, was little ýneed in continuing.the analysis of these
data. Therefore, the data obtained on IM #Z were stored-as a sort of, data
bank and their use. restricted to appropriate comparisons with the results of

' similar tests made with IM #3,. Thedata from Tests 1-6 were comrpletely
reduced and are presented in Volume II of this report. The only other data
reducddd from these, tests were shown, on Figures 69674.,
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iM'#'3A r~ohea~t Te§ t -Res6its

Aerohe"at testing of IM'#3 consisted,,6f a, total, of 171tsts. Asummary
of, the test history is shown in Table 10. As seen. the fi-rst three tests6were
con'duicted for 'identical test cohditi6his; that is. the DMP'-3, m is~sion profileý
\01h the motd•, ihefianllr conditioned to -65F'pfior to the tests. These,
threo' tests were m~ade to provide a set of-bas6,lirie data 'ard to defi6ie the re-
peatabilit, of response of the gages to a given load history. F6llowing theseý
tests, a short series of tests using the 'HSMH~mission profilewas conducted.
These tests were slightly more severe than the DMP-ý3, particularly-thos'e
made from -65°F (Test 5 and 6). The SFPI' series was initiated, with one test
being made from 60 0 F. This test was slightly more severe than the HSMR,

• •not in terms of induced stress, but in terms of bond line temperature extremes.
The severity was built up gradually on Tests 8-10 with an initial motor

1 temperature of -40°F being attained. Before preceding to the most severe
SFPI, a DMP-3 test was made to determine if any changes in structural
response had been induced by the test history to date. Tests 12-16 were the
most severe SFPI series with the final test, Test 17, being another DMI-3
repeat. The program set up for this motor is therefore seen to be much

more cautious than that conducted on IM #Z. The purpose here was twofold-
first, obtain as much structural response data as possible prior to failure,
and second, see if an unbond failure would repeat itself for the same test
condition. The results of these tests are presented in full in Volume II of this
report; however, many will be duplicated h.re for convenience.

Probably the most appropriate manner in which to consider and review
these data are in terms of the thermal gradient first, the normal gages second,
shear gages third, and clip gages fourth. Further, the discussion and data
shown here will be essentially limited to those tests which were conducted for

an initial motor temperature of -65 0 F. Significant effects of changing the
initial motor temperature will be identified herein: however, the reader is
directed to Volume II for specific data.

Typidal temperature profile histories for each test condition (i. e.
Tests 1, 4-9. 12) are presented on Figures 75-81. These data provide an
assessment of the severity of the aeroheat tests. Severity can be examined
in two ways. First, the rate of the temperature rise on the case can be

interpreted as an indication of induced stress rise. Second, the overall
temperature levels reached at the case, liner interface (basically Thermo-
couple T3-0) and at the propellant-liner interface (Thermocouple T3-1) pro-
vide an assessment of potential thermally induced bond system damage. B~oth
of these aspects are important in a review of the data. Another important

facet is the excellent repeatability on Tests 3, 11 and 17 as well as Tests
12-16. Since these tests were conducted to examine repeatability of gage
output and to provide baseline data, that purpose was well satisfied. Of
course, the temperature data show how well the test conditions and thus the
induced loads were duplicated.
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One of the most important finds -made while reviewing this temperature
gradient data was that the time of failure of IM #2 could be pinpointed. Re-
calling the fact that the unbond failure in IM #,2 occurred under the thermo-
couple slab, the temperature gradient data should be different depending :n
whether or not an unbond exists. This is particularly true if the expansion of

. : the case during aeroheat is sufficient to actually pull a gap between the liner
and the case. Review of the temperature profile data from IM #2 did not, at
the time, reveal anything that could be used as concrete evidence of when
the unbond occurred. There were differences in-the temperature profile

Shistories between Tests A-3 and A-4 on IM #2; however, the differences only
seemed to confirm that something, perhaps, unbond occurred in that time
period. Although these data are presented in Volume II, they are reproduced
here for convenience on Figures 82 and 83 for IM #2 tests A-3 and A-4,
respectively. Comparing these data then with the corresponding data from

IM #3 (Figure 80), we immediately see the difference in the temperature
histories in the grain. The outside case histories are nearly the same so the
differences in internal temperatures must be due to the existence of the un-
bond. Closer inspection on both Figures 82 and 83 show that the temperatures
initially increase at much the same rate as those in IM #3, but then suddenly

deviated. This deviation can only be caused by a change in the mode of heat
transfer through the motor. The heat transfer mode for a fully bonded
system is, of course, by conduction. The existence of an unbond in which a
gap between the case and liner forms will result in the mode of heat transfer
being by radiation which simply reduces the heat transfer rate. The point
at which we see this break in the temperature time curve is the point at
which unbond occurs. Therefore IM #2 failure occurred early in Test A-3,
Since the same phenomena, but to a much lesser extent, is seen to exist on
Test A-4, some sort of healing or rebonding must have occurred later in
or after Test A-3. This then was destroyed on Test A-4.

Prior to proceeding into a discussion of the gage outputs, a word of
explanation is necessary for those who have examined the temperature profile
data in Volume II and have some question regarding the odd shape shown for
Test A-5. The abrupt decrease beginning at 930 seconds was caused by the
necessity to abort the test at that time. After a shutdown of 120 seconds
during which the case coaled, the flow was re-established and the test was
continued at the same conditions existing when terminated. In comparing the
results from Tests 5 and 6, which were to be the same test conditions, data
must be restricted to that obtained prior to 900 seconds.

Typical results from the two normal gage~s located in the center section
of the motors are presented on Figures 84-89. Since both ga~ges (N3-43 and
"T91-471 :;r lnrnted at the same rrlial and longitudinal positions (differ only in

circumferential location) similar results would be expected. This similarity
does exist throughout these tests. Upon examination of Figure 84, we can
see that these gages compare well over the first three tests (repeatability of
each gage is excellent), although there is a tendency of Gage N3-43 to measure
a higher stress on the secondary peak than Gage N3-47. This could have
been caused by one of a number of reasons from a poor gage to different local
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grain structure around the gages.

Probably the most surprising data were those obtained on Tests A-4

and A-7. Both of these tests were made from an initial motor temperature
of about 60°F. As shown, on Figure 85, neither gage indicated any induced
stress for either test. This is adverse to what had been theoretically predic-
ted earlier and the results from the aerpheat tests of IM #2. However, at
the time these type tests were made on IM #2, the unbond failure had
occurred. Daily inspection, both sonic and ultrasonic, did not reveal any
unbond in this motor. Therefore, comparing data acquired from IM #2 with
IM H3 would not be proper except in terms of showing the effects of unbond on
the stress response. I

The remaining tests, Tests 8 through 17, as shown in Table 10,
are predominantly based on the SFPI mission profile and lower initial motor
temperatures. The exceptions are, of course, Tests 11 and 17. Test 11
was conducted to determine if any change in motor response had occurred
since Tests 1 through 3 because of the aeroheat cycling. Similarly, the 1
final test (Test 17) was conducted to determine how much additional damage,
if any, was done by the SFPI series. The results of the comparison tests
will be discussed later.

Typical measured stress levels for the SFPI profiles are shown on
Figures 86-88. The effects from repeating five SFPI tests in sucession
are shown on Figures 87 and 88 for gages N3-43 and N3-47, respectively.
Although showing excellent qualities of consistency and repeatability, these j
data do not adhere rigorously to the claim that sevwrity is related to
temperature rise rate. For example, about as much stress was indtuced
during the relatively mild DMP-3 tests (Test 1-3) as was on the SFPI tests.
This is completely adverse to the trends noted on WM #2 even after the bond
line failure and the results of the initial THVINC studies. As stated
previously, the rate of temperature rise on the case can be interpreted as an
indication of induced stress rise and the overall temperature level attained as
a potential bond system damage mechanism. Therefore, in comparing the
results of the gage measurements the temperature profile data need to be
consulted to check not only the temperature excursions, but also repeatability
of the applied thermal loads in designated replicate tests. An examination of
these data contained in Volume II will show that this repeatability is excellent
on Tests 12- 16. Besides little stress being induced at the -65 0 F condition,
there were only slight increases in stress induced for the different initial
motor temperatures. "A

A review of these data shows that significant changes in structural
response occurred as a result of these aeroheat tests. The amount of change
can be seen by comparing the results of Tests 1, 2, and 3 with the results of
Test 11 and then by comparing both with Test 17. Theee results from gages
N3-43 and N3-47 are shown on Figure 88 for Test A-1. A-I l, and A-17. The
results of Tests A-I, A-2, and A-3 were compared on Figure 84. Not only
has the structural response changed for a dynamic load (aeroheat), but a
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rather obvious increase in the stress level under equilibrium conditions can
also be noted. Although this increase is easily detectable by inspection of
Figures 84 through 89, an attempt was made to provide some type of corre-
lated summary of this effort. This was done by going back to the gage check-
out data and defining a b.,seline stress curve. The baseline curves for each,
of the four normal gages in this motor are shown on Figures 90 through 93.
The curve for each gage has been faired through the data in a rather arbitrary
manner. The tendency was to put more reliance in the stress levels
measured at a given temperature when that temperature had been achieved by
cooling from a higher value. This is, of course, sirpilar to what occurs
after each aeroheat test when the motor is recooled. *Since these curves are
used only to normalize the me, aured stress values from the aeroheat test
series, it makes little difference whether the fairedocurves are atatistically
correct or incorrect.

The normalized changes in stress in percent are shown on Figure 94
as a function of test number. The manner In which the data were normalized
is shown in equation form. The term r act refers to the stress measured
when the motor was equilibrated to -65o° after the test which is designated
bir the test number. All data were referenced to the initial state prior to Test

as indicated by the equation. The use of the test number as a variable is a
manner of convenience; although it does show the change was indeed induced
by the aeroheat tests. It is obvious that both normal gages (Gages N3-43 and
N3-47), located in center region of the motor, show very nearly the same
rate of change and overall change. The aft-end gage (Gage N3-45) shows
extreme increases which If IM #2 data were to be believed would indicate
local unbonding in that region. The head-end gage shows the opposite effect
which could in part be caused by gage location and orientation but more
probably from unbonding.

In addition to these past test stress levels changes, differences in the
rate of relaxation down from the peak stress levels induced in the aeroheat
tests were found. Th'se can be found by very close inspection of all the
normal gage data at. presented in Volume 11, but are far more, prominent in
the aft-end region. The aeroheat induced stress, as measured by Gage N3-45
for Tests 12 through 16, are shown on Figure 95. Although approximately the
same peak stress level was induced for each test, the increase in the rate of
relaxation from this peak value with each test is fully discernable. These
data indicate that appreciable change in the aft end grain structural response
has occurred. These changes can be caused by many things including
propellant physical property change. However, as stated before, it was felt
that the major cause was due to growth of unbond areas in that region.

The preceding observations have been made based on normal stress
gage data only. Considerations of the shear stress and clip gage data should
either confirm or deny these observations. Unfortunately only one shear gage
(S3-104) was in IM #3 and its reliability is somewhat in question. The reason
for these doubts is evident upon examination of response of this gage during
gage checkout testing. These data are shown in Appendix A. This examina-
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tion will reveal two aspects--poor repeatability and a change in direction of
response at low temperature- -which must be considered abnormal for a shear
gage. Examination of similar shear gage data for the other motors will
illustrate these differences. The data produced by this gage during the aero-
heat tests show little effect of the a-roheat loads imposed with the exception
of the -65°F initiated SFPI tests. For tests 12-16, a shear stress level of
6 to 8 psi as shown typically on Figure 96 is induced by the aeroheat cycle.
Although not shown on Figure 96 relatively good repeatability from test to test
was found; furthermore, no change in the shear stress level under -65°F
equilibrium loading is observed. The peculiar aspect is the decay in output
after the peak stress levels have been reached. The abrupt change in
direction as shown on Figure 96 at approximately 720 seconds indicates a
continuation of the same behavior noted in the gage checkout data. The
abruptness of the change would seem to indicate a malfunction of one of the
semiconductor strain gage elements within the gage. Basically then, the
shear gage data can neither be used to confirm nor deny observations made
from the normal gage data.

The clip gage data when examined in a manner similar to the normal
gage data do show similar results. The bore strain measured under a -65°F
equilibrium load and also induced by aeroheat loads was observed to have
changed with the percent difference in bore strain at -65°F as a function of
test numbers is shown on Figure 97. The manner in which the values of per-
cent difference were calculated is illustrated on the figure. The baseline
strain was determined in the same manner as was done with the normal stress
gage, that is, through use of the gage checkout data. These baseline data are
shown on Figures 98, 99 and 100 for clip gages C3-18, C3-19, and C3-20,
respectively. The decrease in strain level noted to have accumulated with
time or test numbers would indicate either an unbond condition or bore crack-
ing. The very large changes seen at the aft end of grain does indicate con-
siderable unbond which grows with each succeeding test.

Changes in the level of strain induced by aeroheat are illustrated on
Figure 101. The data presented are from Gage C3-19 (located near the aft
end of the small bore) for the SFPI Tests 12-16. (Similar results were
obtained from the other gages. ) The decrease in induced strain with each
succeeding test is obvious. This decrease correlates well with the reduction
in strain at the equilibrium loading condition which confirms a definite degrad-
ation in motor structural integrity. Additional evidence for confirmation of
this conclusion can be gathered by inspecting all the clip strain data as
presented in Volume IL.

Because of the non-linearity with temperature and shift in gage out-
put of the clip gages as is evidenced on Figures 98-100, emphasis was placed
on determining the correctness of the gage measurements. Basic bore strain
clip gage measurements were checked by making comparable bore diameter
measurements. The results of these measurements are presented on
Figure 102 in terms of bore strain in percent as a function of motor tempera-
ture. These measurements were made adjacent to the clip gage C3-19 located
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in the aft portion of the small bore. The output of this gage is also presented

on Figure lOZfor comparison purposes. The poor agreement is obvious.
N'bch of this is artificial because the gage output has arbitrarily been zeroed
out at 170 0 F. Therefore, a more appropriate comparison is one where the "k
bore diameter measured data are moved downward to intersect zero at 170 0F.
The major disagreement then appears to be slope, except at the low tempera-
tures. It is obvious that the gage measured a relatively linear phenomenon in
a nonlinear manner. Recalib-ation of two gages removed from IM #2 provided A
a probable explanation for this nonlinearity effect. These two gages were
found to be linear only when they are being strained at levels of 2 percent or
2better. The gag. sensitivity (mv/U in) increased ac lower strain levels.
Since the gage dat- are reduced based on a fixed value of sensitivity, the
effect of an increase such as this would result in showing relatively little
strain change at the low strain levels i ulting in a curvature in the gage data
at the higher temperatures. Therefor(,, the accuracy of the clip gage data are ,

questionable in term-, of actual strair. levels. H-owever, at the lower temper-
atures in the data in terms of differences resulting from some other loading
such as the strain induced by aeroheat, would, of course, be accurate. Also,
t!ie use of the gages to define changes in the structure at low temperature as
a result of repeated loading would be appropriate. The clip gages are then
thought to provide accurate data only when used as reference instruments at
low temperatures.

Checks on the sensitivity of the normal gages in IM #3 were made
prior to the simulation tests. This was accomplished by using a vacuum pump
and reducing motor cavity by approximately 5 psi. The gage output reduced
in terms of sensitivity (mv/psi) was then compared to that measured during
gage checkout tests. Basically, a cthange in sensitivity was found in the gages
located in the center portion of the motors. Little change was found in head-
end and aft-end gages, Complete results of these pressurization tests are
presented and discus3ed in the section entitled Motor Dissection and
Propellant Property Testing.

At no time during this series of tests were any sign of bond failure
detectable by sonic and ultrasonic inspection or was bore failure detectable by
visual inspection. Movement of the aft face of the grain was detected; how-
ever, after Tests 15, 16, and 17. In subsequent visual inspection of the bore,
and then only under diffuse light, a pattern of bore cracks was observed.
These cracks were approximately I to 2 inrhes long and ran in the longitudinal
direction. These cracks existed in thn mid.section of the small bore and
covered an area approximately 8 inches long by 10 inches in circumference
(approximately 75 percent of the bore circumference). The patt,:rns and
location of these cracks in the bore had the typical appearance of fatigue

• t cracking. Evaluations of the bore strain gage results indicated strain reduc-
tion (motor thermally equilibrated at -65 0 F) over the previous 5 tests. This
tends to correlate with a corresponding slight decrease in measured stress
level in the previous 5 tests as can be inferred from Figure 93. This strain
and stress relief as measured could indicate when cracking first began.
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IM #1 Results

Aeroheat testing of IM #1 consisted oi r total of twelve tests as
delineated in Table 10. These 12 tests, toge".er with the 17 made on IM #3
and the 21 made on IM #2, total 50 aeroheat tests conducted on instrumented
motors during this program. As shown in Table 10, the test series conducted
was made using the DMP-3 mission in conjunction with an initial motor
temperature of -65 0 F as the baseline test condition. This test series was
ver'y similar to that conducted on IM #3 with the last eight tests being
identical. No usable data were obtained from Test 11 because of the gage
power supply being accidentally disconnected. A complete series of graphs
fdocumenting these data is contained in Volume II.

Instrumented motor TA #I, was based on the Maverick grain configu-
ration. Since the web fraction of this motor is only 0. 365 as cnmpared to
0. 5(9 for IM #2 and IM #3, much lower bond line stress and tc.-e strain levels
were expected on the other tests. However, this was not borne out by the
results of the gage checkout tests as shown in Appendix A. Inspection of these
gage checkout normal stress data show the same order of magnitude for all
motors. The strain levels are lower as anticipated. In general, the data ob-
tained in this series of tests exhibit the trends found "n IM #3. The two gages
located in the center portion of the motor are found to diaagree to some extent.
I he stress level as measured by Gage NI-49 appeared to become less
sensitive to mission type as (he tcst series progresses. This is illustrated
on Figure 103 when the output of'this gage is compared -or Tests A-i, A-10,
and A-l. Tests A-I ard A-Il are the DMP-3 t,o'-e.while Test A- 10was a
SFPI type. The other gage located in the center of the motor, NI-40, shows
entirely tifferent response characteristics for Te't A-i as shown on Figure
104. U'i'.%tunately the output of this gage increased to such a point that it
went ofi i,-ale on the SFPI tests and the last DMP-3 (A-12) and comparisons
are r.ot possible. For Test A-i, however, the response of NI-40 is much
cotisistent with results from the other motors. The output from NI-49 is on
the other hand not consistent and probably indicates a bad gage. As stated,
in many aspects the results of the IM #1 tests and the IM #3 tests are quite
similar. Both show that very rapid relaxation occurs after a stress rise; both
show a tendency to go into compression near the end of the test; and both show
an increase in stress level as the testing is continued.

The changes in measured level for each normal gage as the testing
progressed are presented on Figure 105. As shown, some deviations are
found. Two gages, NI-40 (as mentioned above) and NI-50, went off scale.
The last on-scale measurement made with these gages are shown. That is,
N'i-50 was completely off scale in the positive direction after Test 8. Gage

NI-40 was off scale in the pos.tive direction after Test 9. These data seem
to be completely reversed from those measured on IM #3. That is, the heaL -
end gage increased output in this motor whereas it decreased in the IM #3
tests. The aft-end gage is completely reversed also. The center gages in
IM 013 compared well with each other as they both increased. Here we see
NI-49 decrease while NI-40 increases to such a point that it went off scale.
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Probably the greatest difference between IM #3 and IM #1 normal gage results
is in consistency. IM #3 results were very consistent while the converse is
true of IM U1. The only rational explanation for this inconsistency must be
based on the gages themselves.

Only one shear gage (SI-109) was in this motor and the results from it
indicate little if any change in output over the test series for an equilibrium
load. Repeatability in measured induced stress over the SFPI series is good.
,ihcqe data, while perhaps open to question in terms of ý,• curacy, are con.
:;sist and do not show any signs which could be interpreted in terms of an
unbond failure in the head end. Therefore, they cannot be used to confirm t•e
changes in NI-50 as being motor structural degradation.

The clip gages also do not show any gross changes over the test series. j
These data were correlated in the same manner as those in IM #3 and the
normal gages of IM #1 presented in Figure 104 with only a few percent change
noted. This correlation has not been presented herein since nothing thtw
could be related to motor degradation and failure is evident. rhis can e4 ily
be seen by a cursory inspection of these clip gage data shown in Volume I1.
The strain rise induced by the aeroheat loads are also consistent although
not large, The maximum induced amount is only about 0. 2 percent or about
Smillivolts. This Ls probably just about the accuracy of the system which
limits the results to qualat.±tive observations. In this vain, a comparison
between the bore strain levels induced on IM #1 as compared to IM #3 for thL
SFPI profiles show that the CP motors had an induced strain about five tin'.-.
greater than the star configuration. Unfortunately this ratio cannot be esti-
mated from gage data for the equilibrium loads because of the inability of a
clip gage to measure absolute strain. It can only measure strain difference
between various loading conditions. In order to obtain an actual value of
strain, the actual strain must be known at some reference temperature with
gage then provide the differences as temperature is changed.
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Aeroheat Simulation Testing

The basic purpose of this effort was to devise an equilibrium temper-
ature cycle which would reproduce the maximum stress and strain levels en-

countered in the aeroheating tests. This was originally planned to be
accomplished in four distinct steps or subtasks. First, the aeroheat data
were to be analyzed and correlated. Based on these correlations, a basic
simulation cycle would be tested with a previously unused instrumented motor.
Upon satisfactory simulation of the aeroheat cycles tested in Task 3, a failure
schedule was to be defined which would simulate the stress and strain levels
induced when the first motor was failed by aeroheating. This schedule would
first be postulated based on the basic simulation testing then confirmed by an
actual test cycle. Verification of this failure cycle would be accomplished
under Task 5. Inasmuch as all three motors were subjected to aeroheat test-

ing which resulted in two different failures (unbond on IM #2 and bore crackin
on IM #3), the basic assumption of simple failure, assumed when initially
visualizing this program, was found to be nonexistent. Thus, the effort in
Task 4 had to be altered to comply with both the number and state of the
instrumented motors available and the knowledge gained to date. These alter-
ations are noted in the following discussions.

An obvious result of the analyses of the aeroheat data was to find that
the aeroheat induced stress and strains were short duration phenomena and a
function of initial motor temperature. It was also obvious that these data
could not be reproduced through equilibrium temperature cycling. The ' A
reason for thi,. is based on consideration or the failure mode itself. Failure )
induced by cooling occurs at a relatively low stress level. That is, the load
is generally applied quite slowly so that a relatively long-term modulus exists.
In aeroheating, the load is applied quickly with corresponding higher stress.
In visualizing this phenomenon on the failure boundary curve, an equilibrium
cycle would produce a failure by exceeding strain endurance and/or the right

hand boundary. The aeroheat cycle on the other hand would penetrate the top
of the curve as seen on Figure 106 .Thus it is obvious that the aeroheat failure
mode could not be simulated by equilibrium cooling. However, it was thought
that the aeroheat cycle might be approximated by rapid cooling and heating in
the conditioning box and still force a high stress type failure. However, this
is only an approximation since real time cannot be simulated. Aeroheat can
only be simulated through simulation of proper heating rates as a function of
real time.

Since real time could not be simulated in the conditioning box, it was
decided to establish a simulated cycle which could possibly produce a similar

stress level as a function of temperature without an appreciable compromise
on the strain level. To do this, selected aeroheat data from IM #1 and IM #3
were replotted as a function of local temperature. These data were then com-
pared for similarity with the gage checkout data (Appendix A). The general
result of this comparison is shown schematically on Figure 106. The deviation
would, of course, indicate the severity of the aeroheat cycle.
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Inasmuch as the purpose here was to define a failure schedule, the most
severe cycle that could possibly be produced in the conditioning box was postu-
lated. Even then little hope was held for achieving a failure distribution from
the seven motors to be tested because of the inability to fail either UM #1 or
UM #Z. Basically the cycle consisted of conditioning the motors to -65 F.

* Next we wanted to further -hrink the grain as much as possible without induc-
ing any significant increase in bore strain. The rationale here was to provide
as much movement of the case as possible Fluring initial exposure to high
temperature in an attempt to maximize induced stress. Therefore, the first
step in the approximation was to rapidly cool the motor from -65 for some
period of time. This period of time was set at 90 minutes which corresponded
with attaining no more than about 10 degrees decrease in bore temperature

i f but as much as a 25 degree decrease in case temperature. From this point
the box was heated rapidly by circulating raw steam (low flow rate) in the box
for 30 minutes after which heating was decreased to normal box operation.

This cycle was tested with both IM #1 and IM #3 in the box at the same.I
time. A comparison of the output of selected gages between the last aeroheat
test and the simulation tests provide reasonable agreement as shown on Figure
107. Since many of the stress gages in IM #1, were off scale during the
aeroheat tests and since IM #3 had undergone some temperature cycling sub-
sequent to its aeroheat tests which had induced apparent bore cracking and 'A
unbond, these comparisons can only be considered as qualitative Since this
cycle provides a reasonable approximation of a moderate aeroheat cycle,
testing of the seven uninstrumented motors was initiated. The fact that the
instrumented motors were already damaged but still had the capability of
acting as analogues to signal cumulative effects from this cycling warranted J,
these inclusions in the testing.

The uninstrumented motors chosen for these tests were reject produc-
tion motors; rejected solely for voids in the starpoints. They had been stored
at ambient since manufacture and were approximately one year old. The
motors were from four different mixes and had strain capabilities at -75°F
from a low of 14 percent to a high of 49 percent.

A total of 19 tests was conducted on these motors without apparent
damage. Complete sonic and X-ray inspections made after culmination of
the test program did not show any defects or differences from the X-rays
made after production.

The instrumented motors were removed from this test series after the
twelfth test and dissected. The change in gage output under equilibrium con-
ditions are shown for both motors on Figures 108-111. The percent change in
outputs of the normal and clip gages in IM#3 are shown on Figures 107 and 108
respectively. Also shown on these figures is the temperature levels that the
motor cases were subjected to during this time period. The basic difference
between these curves and those presented earlier are (I) the data are shown
as a function of real time instead of test number, and (2) the complete test
history is shown from the first aeroheat to the last simulation test. Similar
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data are shown for IM #1 oa Figures 110 and 111. One of the most interesting
aspects of these data is the tendency to move toward zero change after the
motor is taken to cure temperature (170 0 F) as if some healing was occurring.
Considerable changes are seen to occur near the end of the simulation tests
which could indicate significant degradation of the motor. Significant degrad-
ation was found, at least, in terms of the bore cracking of IM #3. How much
of this was caused by the load cycle and how much by other means such as
water damage (Bore became frosted in IM #3 during bore diameter measure-
nients) is not knowr,. The results of the dissection discussed in the next
section indlcateb tha.. much of these changes are due to changes within th.
gages themselves.

4
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MOTOR DISSECTION AND PROPELLANT PROPERTY TESTING

In addition to UM #1 which was dissected to determine the state of
the liner, all three instrumented motors were dissected. All four motors were

dissected in the same manner. This involved cutting the motors into four
segments by remote lathe operation as shown on Figure 112. The lathe was used
to cut through the aluminum case only. The propellant grain was then severed
using a butcher knife as shown on Figure 113. A photograph of IM #I in the lathe
after the head e.-d had been removed is shown on Figure 114. Marks locating the

S other two cuts to be made on that motor can be noted. Propellant was then cut

from the cence, two segments and delivered to the lab for preparation of speci-
mens for physical testing. Each center segment was approximately four inches
long and covered the position of the motor exposed during aeroheat testing.

IM #? Dissection and Propellant Testing

Prior to dissection of the motors, the condition of the grain termi-
nation region was examined. In IM #2, a massive area of visual unbond was
noted over the aft end of the motor. This visual unbond area (liner to case)
extended from a point about 45 degrees or about half way around the motor. At

a point about 315 degrees, a gap of appro.,imately 1/16 of an inch was found be-
tween the case and the liner, indicating a slump due to weight since the motor
was always maintained in the same position. A section of propellant was
removeli at th.. point (315 degrees) to determine how far the unbend extended

forward. The unbond was found to extend 3-1/4 inches forward. Another curious
fact was that the propellant grain had moved forward in the case by as much as
1/2 inch at the bottonm (180 degrees) and 1/4 inch at the top (0 degrees). Of
course, this movement indicates that the liner is unbonded the entire way around
the aft end. Photographs made of this motor after dissection are presented on
Figures 115 and 116. The movement of the grain up into the case can be seen at the

far edge of the aft section on Figure 115. Looking directly into the aft section,
Figure 116, the gap between the liner and case can be no;ed on both sides of the area
where propellant had been removed. The cleanness of the case exposed by
prope'lant removal is also quite evident. Since a gap appears at the to, coupled

with maximum forward movement at the bottom, it appears that the grain had
cocked within the case which was Alieved to some ýxtent by the unbond in theS forward ar ,Also cocking of the grain would , it tight against the case o
one side giving the illusion of excellent bonding at -hat point.

IM fi2 Propellant Testing

Samples of TP L8006 propellant were removed from segments 2 and
3 of the dissected motor. The propellant section removed from segment 2 was
extracted from the unbond area and had ';ner intact. Segment 3 was just aft of
egment 2 but in a fully bonded area; thus liner could not be removed intact with

the propellant. Both segments saw the same temperature history during the
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aeroheat testing. Uniaxial tensile properties were measured using specimens
extracted from each propellant segment. The specimens utilized were approxi-
mately 1/4" x 1/4" x 2" bonded to wooden end tabs with an epoxide. Specimens
were cut in the longitudinal direction in approximately 1/4-inch increments from
the propellant/liner interface and also the bore surface. All tests were conduc-
ted at 77°F and a strain rate of 2. 0 inches per minute. The results of these tests
are presented in Figures 117 and 118 for the specimens removed from segments 2
and 3, respectively.

Tests were also conducted with TP-L8006 propellant, Mix L-434, to
determine the correlation of tensile properties obtained with 2-inch end bonded
specimens and the standard JANNAF plastic gauge specimens. The results of
these tests are as follows:

• Strain at

Specimen Type Modulus, psi Stress, psi Max. Stress, in/in

2-inch end bonded 1880 96 0. 324

JANNAF Plastic 1223 100 0.396Gauge

These values represent an average of eight tests with the end bonded and nine
tests with the JANNAF specimens.

These tests were conducted so that an assessment could be made of
any change in tensile properties that occurred during the thermal conditioning
of the SALE motors. The nominal JANNAF plastic gauge tensile properties of
the unaged propellant loaded into Motor IM #2 are:

Modulus, psi Stress, psi Strain at Max. Stress

1480 104 0.38

Based on the tensile specimen correlation factors obtained from testing Mix
L-434, the projected unaged tensile properties of the propellant from 2-inch end
bonded specimens are as follows:

Modulus, psi' Stress, psi Strain at Max. Stress

2275 100 0.311

Comparing these properties with those obtained from the samples removed from
the motor shows that the thermal conditioning caused a decrease in strain, an
increase in modulus, and little or no change in stress.
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IM #1 & 3 Dissection and Propellant Testing

S/ Dissection of IM #1 and #3 was accomplished after the physical
properties of IM #2 had been measured. Both these motors exhibited similar

but not nearly as extensive grain termination liner-to-case unbonds as IM #2.

The cut interface between Sections 1 and 2 of IM #1 is shown on Figure 119. Con-

siderable ammonium perchlerate leaching is evident on and in the valleys of the
starpoint caused by water damage which occurred during simulation testing.

The segments of IM #3 are shown on Figure 120. The crackingpf the surface in .4
the transition section is evident. This cracking was, of course, much more

severe in small bore as clearly shown on Figure 121 which is a photograph of
Section 2. The largest of these cracks extended approximately 0. 1 inch below
the propellant surface. Most of the cracks were less than 0. 05 inch in depth.
These cracks were very unusual in appearance and were not considered typical
of a bore crack due to low temperature storage.

The surface of the bore was very much like that of a structural
member which had been tested with a brittle coating applied to the surface. All
of the cracks on the surface were perpendicular to the direction of principal

stress. The most unusual features of the bore surface were the large number of

cracks and shallow depth of the cracks.

Hardness measurements were made on the propellant taken from IM

/13 to determine if there was a gradient in propellant properties. The measured
Shore "A" hardness readings, after 10 seconds of penetration, are shown in
Table I I. These recordings show that the propellant hardness is higher on the
surface. From these mneasurements, it appears that there is a very thin region
on the surface where the propellant is consi'derably harder.

The tensile properties were determined from the dissected IM #3
motor by using the minithin specimen developed by Briggs and Hart. (1) These
specimens were 0. 125-inch thick and were tested at a cross-head speed of 1. 0-
inch per minute to approximate the strain rate in a standard JANNIF specimen

tested at 2. 0 inches per minute. The results of these tests are shown on

Figures 122 and 123. The plot of maximum stress versus radius (Figure 122) shows
that the propellant had a higher tensile strength near the inner bore and near the
case wall. From this gradient in maximum stress, lower values for the strain
at maximum stress would be expected near the bore surface and the case wall.

Although the gradient in tensile properties was not as obvious from the strain at
maximum stress measurements as it was for the maximum stress measurement,
a definite gradient can be seen from the results shown in Figure 123. From the

1. Brigg!, W. E. and Hart, W. D., "A Special Miniature Specimen for Evalu-
ating Propellant", JANNAF Mechanical Behavior Working Group 8th
Meeting'-1969, Vol. I, Nov. 1969, China Lake, California.
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TABLE 11

HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS FROM IM#3, SECTION #3 (U)
TP-L8006 Propellant
Mix L-198
Shore "A" Hardness
at 10 Seconds

Distance From Bore Surface Shore "A"

Surface 50 52 48
0.1Z5 40 40 40
0.250 39 35 35
0.375 39 38 37
0.500 38 39 37
0.625 37 39 38
0.750 37 39 38
0.875 38 35 37
1.000 35 35 36
1.125 35 35 34
1.250 36 35 37
1.375 35 36 36
1.500 38 37 35
1.625 35 34 37
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limited measurements which were taken near the bore surface and the case wall,
it appeared that there was a large loss in strain capacity in these areas.

The loss in strain capacity near the bore surface could account for
the large number of cracks which developed on bore surface of IM #3. Because
of the thin thickness of the region on the surface which degraded, it was not
possible to accurately characterize the propellant in this region. One hypothesis
is that the propellant became embrittled in a thin layer on the surface, perhaps
0. 005 to 0. 0Z5-inch thick, and cracked on aeroheat cycling because of the loss in
strain capability. Upon subsequent step temperature cycling, the surface was
subjected to excessive moisture condensation which caused further propagation
of the surface cracks. This hypothesis agrees with visual observation of the
motor. After completion of the aeroheat cycles, the surface cracks were only
hairline cracks. After the step-temperature cycling, the cracks are substantially
larger.

Gel fraction measurements were made on propellant removed from
IM #3 to determine changes in this quantity. Gel fraction provides an indication
of the degree of cure or crosslinking of the binder. Consequently, an increase in
gel fraction generally indicates in an increase in the tensile strength and tensile
modulus. A loss in strain capability is generally observed with an increase in
gel fraction.

The results of the gel fraction tests indicated that the propellant near
the inner bore and the liner surface was cured to a greater degree than the
propellant at the mid-grain. The results of these tests are summarized below.

Location Gel Fraction

Inner Bore (0. P" of surface) 0.39
Sub-Surface (0. 1-0.22" below surface) 0.46
Mid-Grain 0.22
Liner Surface (within 0. 1" of liner

surface.) 0.38

The gel fraction measured from the propellant near the mid-grain was about
nominal for TP-L8006 propellant, but was considerably lower than that mea-
sured near the bore and liner surfaces. Therefore, a higher tensile strength
would be expected from the propellant near the inner bore and the liner surface.
These results agree with the tensile test data obtained from this motor. A very
limited testing program was performed on this IM #1 since a rather extensive
examination of Motor IM#3 revealed no large changes in the propellant properties
after aeroheat cycling except very near the propellant surface.
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Uninstrumented Motor Propellant Testing

Propellant from the star points was also removed from one of the
uninstrumented motors being subjected to the simulation testing. This motor
identified as Mix L-205, Charge 23, had two star points removed and propellant
properties measured in March 1973. This motor was stored at ambient between
that time and when it was employed in the simulation tests in March 1974. Upon
completion of these tests in May 1974, two additional star points were removed.
Specimens were cut through the thickness direction of the star points with a
JANNAF specimen die. This resulted in tensile specimens whichwere 3/4-inch
thick. Previous experience with measuring tensile properties from a Maverick
motor in this manner indicated that the motor propellant properties were lower
than the carton propellant properties. This difference in properties was attributed
to the thicker specimen and damage to the specimen as it was removed from the die
cutter. Previously, differences in measured properties from 3/4-inch thick and
1/2-inch thick JANNAF specimens had been observed when the samples were cut
from the same carton. Consequently, the specimens from IM#l were tested at
-75 0 F for the purpose of comparing the propellant properties before and after
aeroheat cycling since the specimens tested before aeroheat cycling were tested at
-75 0 F. These results are shown below.

TENSILE PROPERTIES OF PROPELLANT
BEFORE AEROHEAT SIMULATION CYCLING

Propellant: TP- L8006
Mix No.: L-Z05 Chg. 23
Test Temp.: -75°F

Max. Corrected
Modulus Ult. Strain Strain at Max. Corrected Stress Stress

070 %7 psi
19440 20.0 8. 1 940
23980 20.2 6.7 910
18600 21.3 14.6 940
18300 24.0 21.8 923
17900 26.4 25.2 906
17100 17.5 11.3 908
19200 21.5 14.6 920

NOTE: JANNAF specimens cut from starpoints.
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF IM#I PROPELLANT
AFTER STORAGE AND AEROHEAT SIMUtA-TION.CZYCt ING (Coht'd),

Propellauit. TP- L8006
Mix, Numibei': L-205 Chg. 23.
Tesf Tbip.:•g 75°O

Strain At'Max. Max. C6rrected
Mddulus Ult. Strain Corrected'StreSs Stress

psi psi
86700 2.7 2.5 9,65
33200 .8.6 7,.Z 990
35006' 5.3 5.1 940
40200- 5.2 4.7 970
48800 5.4 4.9 966

NOTE: JANNAF specimens cut from starpoints.

From the above results, it will be noted that there is an appreciable
decrease in Atrain capacity after aeroheat simulation cycling. Also, the initial
tangent modulus is approximately twice as large after storage and simulation
cycling. These results are consistent with the results obtained from .IM#3.

Gage Recovery and Recalibration

Cutting the motors into four segments made recovery of the normal
gages a relatively simple task. Gage recovery had not been planned during the
conception of this program because of the difficulty encountered in the earlier
STV programs. Because of some of the erratic reading that had been observed
from a few gages during the aeroheat tests, it was decided to make an attempt
to recover the normal gages. This was done initially on IM#2 when gage N2-48
was recovered. This gage had produced quite erratic readings since early in
the gage checkout testing. The reason for the behavior had been conjectured to
be unbond between the liner and case under the gage, or unbond of the liner from
the surface of the gage. The interest in recovering this gage was to determine
whether either of these arguments were valid. Actually in the final analysis,
neither were and the cause was found to be unbond of the gage element from the
diaphragm. Inasmuch as the attempt at recovery of gage N2-48 proved success -
ful, it was then decided to recover all the normal gages.

The gages were cut from the motors still embedded in the liner with
S propellant still bonded to the surface. This propellant was removed by hand

trimming and peeling away from the liner. This left a piece of liner with the
gage in place encapsulated in the hemispherical shape dome of liner. The dome
was carefully cut into by knife to bare the edge of the gage. The liner was then
peeled from the front and back surface of the gage and its condition noted in
terms of softness, observable contamination,and bond appearance. The gages
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were then taken to Leeming and AssoCiates Where they were reclihbrated using the
same bridge completion circuits that, were used in the aeroheat tests.

The results of the recalibrationr are presented along with comparable
factory calibrations, gage checkout data, and motor pressurization grouped for
each motor IM#1, IM#2, and IM#3 in Tables 12, 13, an d:14, reipectively0 The
visual condition of the gage and surrounding material observed-during dissection
is also noted on each table. In general'the 'gages located in the center portion of
the motor suffered the most deterioration. The bondsý,were poorer and'the liner
adjacent to the gages was softer. The head end and aft end gages slshowed maxi-mum variation although they did underg sorhe change. The data presented for 4
these gages will be much more repreientatiVe of what actually-occurs in the motor 4
during aeroheat. Much of the changes in gage output observed duiifig testing
discussed in the previous section can be attributed: to unbonding.. Of course, an
obvious exception is NI-50 which underwent considerable change. Tht reason for
the changes can probably be attributed to chemical attack by the potting material.
The basic effect was an increase in the resistance of the outside semiconductor,
which would occur if the semiconductor was etched. It is obvious that both the
inside and outside elements underwent the same temperature history; therefore,
the only difference between the environments of these two elements is the potting
material (liner) on the outside. It is obvious, however, thl.t temperature
accelerated the effect since the gages located in the center of the motors where
they were exposed to high temperature (250°F as compared to 150OF at the ends)

* suffered the most deterioration. Placing one of the gage elements on the outside
of the diaphragm is obviously a design fault and should be corrected in future gage
designs. Apparently this design evolved after the STV program and is common to

i' f all GFE supplied gages.

I
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Z• INTEWR`ýRTATIbN OF DATA

Interpretation of data requires consideration of each aspect that
could induice errors or shifts in those data. In this case, the basic correlation
"of the data showed considerable changes in gage output as a function of aeroheat
testing. Two motors geometrically the same were found to have apparent
differences in bondline stresses. Liner to case unbond and propellant bore
cracking occurred which would influence these data. The propellant itself
was seen to age and finally the gages were found to have changed calibration
which apparently occurred as a function of the testing. When these aspects
are considered, it becomes obvious that the usefulness of the data is more
qualitative tharn quantative. This assumes that although the magnitude of the
reduced stress values are-,known to be in error the measured trends are
correct. It is, obvious that part of the gage change notedw'as due-to unbond and
or bore cracking and part-to-gage aging. These4ar'e the aspects that effect,
the interpretation of data in terms of both structural response and failure
characteristics. There is another aspect, however, that can provide a consistent
basis for interpretation,and that is theory. Of course, if theory was all that
good, there would be little need in conducting the test program. The use of
both theory and data,although each have their inaccuracies and limitation, canprovide an interpretation which provides a better insight into the effect of r

aeroheating on a solid rocket motor. 4

The prediction of the stress and strain state in a solid propellant
rocket motor exposed to an aeroheat environment is a very difficult problem
due to the fact that the solution is a function of time and temperature. To addSto the complexity of the problem, the propellant and'liner' itre.thermal visco- ,

elastic materials which implies that their properties change with time and
temperature. Therefore, It is necessary to have good materf.al properties,
physical as well as thermal.that are determined as a function of time and
temperature. The next ingredient necessary for the prediction is to have a
thermal-viscoelastic-two dimensional finite element computer code such as
THVINC. THVINC is a first generation viscoelastic code based on linear con-
stitutive relations to predict stress fields in propellant during transient
thermal conditions. There is a school of thought, however, that propellant F

under such conditions is a highly non-linear viscoelastic material. If this is
true then THVINC predictions would become more inaccurate as the rate of
thermal change increased.

In order to establish the sensitivities of various input parameters to
the aeroheat induced stress in a motor, a parametric study was conducted.
Since the study was a parametric study, the simple plane strain version of
TIIVINC was used. The nodal point grid and finite element model set up for
this study are shown on Figures 124 and 125, respectively. This model assumed
the motor to be an infinite cylinder by requiring zero axial displacement
boundary condition. The plane strain model was felt to be relatively realistic
because IM #2 and IM #3 have CPgrain configurations with gages in the CP
section of the motor. Another governing factor in the selection of a simple
model is that a thermal viscoelastic solution in 2-D is computationally
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expensive. The expense is directly related to the number of time steps taken
and the number of elements in the model.

The stress fields produced are a-function of the relaxation modulus of
the viscoelastic materials involved. THVINC uses a viscoelastic shear
modulus represented by an nth term exponential series which is obtained by fit-
ing a Prony series to the relaxation modulus curve. In addition it is necessary
to have the aT curve (William- Landel-Ferry equation), WLF, to account for
the temperature shift of the material. The viscoelastic shear modulus in
THVINC is represented by an nth term exponential series

n,

G () =G +1.G. e
0 1i=l

where the reduced time • is related to the real time through

t

S(t) = Fo(T) dt'
0

where 0o(T)
aT

C (T-T)T1 S
anda = (WLF equation)

T C 2 + (T- T)

Sand Ts reference temperaturei5
The four propellant relaxation modulus curves used in this study are

presented in Figure 126. Two of the curves are established from physical test

data and two curves are just arbitrary curves to provide a broader evaluation.
The results of THVINC using these four different curves are presented in

Figures 127 and 128. Figure 127 shows a comparison between the calculated radial
stress or normal stress at the bondline for a DMP-3 aeroheat mission on
IM #2 and actual gage data. Figure 128 shows the THVINC prediction of the
hoop stress at the inner bore. It is obvious after studying the two figures that
the relaxation modulus does indeed have a substantial effect on the analysis
results. There is about a 60 psi deviation between the two extremes of the

bondline stress and about 160 psi deviation for the hoop stress at the inner
bore. In these calculations the modulus of the liner is assumed to be the same

A as the propellant.

Later in the program the instrumented motors were dissected and
the aged propellant relaxation modulus was determined. The aged and unaged
modulus curves are presented in Figure 129. As isevident the propellant

modulus has changed after experiencing the aeroheat cycles. It appears'that
the propellant has become softer at the longer times or higher temperature
and somewhat harder at short time and low temperature. A comparison be-
tween the effects on radial stress at the bondline and the hoop stress at the
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inner bore produced by use of the aged and unaged modulus for a DMP-3
mission are presented on Figures 130 and 131 respectively. It is evident that for
this mission the effect is small, represeniting, 5 psi at the bondline and 15 psi
at the bore-. Again,the modulus of the liner is assumed to be the same as the

modulus of the propellant. This aspect in itself was felt to~provide a con-
siderable effect; therefore, the effect of varying liner modulus and thickness
was investigated. Relaxation modulus data were available for two materials,
TL-H706A liner and TP-H727B filler material, which should have similar
properties to the polysulfide liner. Unfortunately the polyeilfide liner had not
been fully characterized, thus the need for using the other data. The relaxa-

tion modulu4 data for each of these -materials are shown on Figure 13Z.

The effect the use of the various m6duli in different combinations
have on the calculated results are shown for a SFPI mission (Test A-1-2 on

IM #3) in Figures 133 and 134. The effect on bondline normal stress is shown
on Figure 133 & bore hoop stress On Figure 134. At the bbhdline the deviation
at the extremes is 25 psi; however, at the inner bore the deviation is 50 psi.

The effect of varying liner thickness on bondline normal stress and
bore hoop stress are shown for the DMP-3 mission on Figures 135 and 136
respectively. These calculations are based on using the TL-H706A modulus
data for the liner--felt to be the most representative- -and the aged propellant
modulus. The selection of a thickness of 1. 0 inch was based on the desire to
examine gross effects. It should be recalled that the normal gages were en-
capsulated in liner material with about 0.25 inch of the material being
between the gage and the case. It is interesting to note that one of the effects
of a thicker liner is to show the curve skewing downward with increasing time.

This effect is quite similar to that seen in gage data. This could indicate that
gage encapsulation in the iiner material induced errors in response because
the relaxation in the encapsulant was faster than the surrounding propellant.
The deviation is the two extremes in terms of response is onlylO psi at the
bondline and 22 psi at the inner bore, However, it should be noted that this
deviation will increase with the hotter SFPI aeroheat mission profiles. The
importance of the liner properties and thickness is obvious by the significant 4
sensitivity/ that they have on the induced stress field. This was further con-
firmed when a calculation was made in which the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the liner was doubled resulting in a decrease in bondline stress

of 10 percent.

As a further check on the ability of THVINC to accurately predict
temperature histories, comparisons between the predicted temperature
gradient and measured gradient were made at different times. These
comparisons are shown on Figure 137. The calculations were based on in-
puting ituco THVINC the case temperature-time history as shown in Figure

138 fo rcing the program to calculate the temperature profiles. As shown, the
agreement is good, considering an average value of thermal conductivity was

used. However, THVINC was not normally input in this manner. Since thermal
conductivity as a function of temperature data was not available, the measured
temperature gradient was used as input temperatures in the THVINC analysis.
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This method insured that the heat ,loadwas properly being applied. The
thermocouple slab data were punched out in card form from the data reduction
program for input to THVINC. This procedure required that THVINC be set
up on the same time step basis as the dt1, were acquired.

Since IM #2 and IM #3 were finite, circular cylinders, an axisymmetric

finite element THVINC analysis was performed to establish the end effects.

The mathematical element model is sh0wn'in Figure 139. This model is
relatively coarse due to the computational expense of a viscoelastic analysis.
However, it is adequate in compairing" gage data at the bondline due to the
smaller bondline elements. To establish the realistic temperature profile
along the length of the motor, a quadratic curve fit of temperature data on the

exterior of the case was established at a given time. From this calculation an
equation as a function of axial distance and radial distance was formed. An
overall complete temperature profile was generated as a function of time
based on projecting the measured radial profile in the axial direction for
use as input for THVINC. The THVINC axisymmetric analysis was performed
using the A-l2, SFPI, aeroheat temperature shown on Figure 140 obtained

from the thermocouple slab. A comparison between the plane strain and
axisymmetric analysis is shown on Figure 141. Figures 142 through 146 show

the axisymmetric results at the same location as the bondline normal and
shear gages in the forward, centerand aft end of the motor. The analysis did
not completely account for the thermal shielding at the forward and aft end
of the motor by the aeroheat hardware which effects the axial growth of the
case during an aeroheat test. Also, the brackets that hold the motor in the
aeroheat fixtures were not considered. A comparison stress measured by
head end gages N3-44 and N2-42 with the THVINC radial stress calculation are
shown in Figure 147. Since the gages are on the forward dome, the measure-
ment will be a normal stress as opposed to radial. A geometrical correction
shows that at a test time of 700 seconds the calculated normal stress is 41
psi when the radial stress is 34 psi. The normal stress lies between the

maximum principal and the radial stress.

When solving transient problem or problems that are a function of
time, the nonlinearity of propellant should be considered due to the deviation
of mesured and calculated stress values. This aspect has been studied and
reported by Farris and Schapery . It is interesting to note from the data

they present in that report that a large deviation between linear and non-
linear theory exist for slow temperature changes while better agreement was
found for rapid temperature changes. The nonlinear theory agrees with
experimental results for both conditions and shows much faster stress rise
rates and relaxation rates. These are interesting data and the nonlinear

l"Development of a 6olid Rocket Propellant Nonlinear Viscoelastic Constitutive
Theory", AFRPL-TR-73-50, by Dr. R. J, Farris, Aerojet and Dr. R. A.
Schapery, Texas A&M.
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effects may weli be the reason for the rapid rise and relaxation seen in SALE
data and-the tendency for a linear theory like THVINC to underpredict.

Ir. general, the parametric study showed that propellant and liner
relaxation modulus curves, thermal conductivity as a function of temperature,
coefficient of thermal expansion as a function of temperature, modeling of
the problem, liner 'thicknesses, accurate boundary condition and the possi-
bility of no-alinearity of propellant can induce significant deviations in the
solution. These possible sources of error must be considered when com-

Sparing the measured data to the predictions. The errors caused by shifts in

gage calibration in the rheasured data, and the effects of grain deterioration
such as bore cracking. all tend,coupled with the limitation in the theoretical
analyses, to deny valid comparison. For instance, an example of the effect
the bore cracking had on strain measurements is illustrated on Figure 148.
Here, the measured 9train induced by aeroheat is seen to0decrease as the
initial motor temperature is decreased: whereas, it should increase in the
manner that is shown theoretically. Whether or not the difference shown be-
tween theory and experiment at 0°F is caused by the bore -Already having
deterlored is not known. Corresponding bondline normal stresses for the test
Sare shown on Figure 149 as a matter of interest and to show the sensitivity of
initial grain temperature. (In making these comparisont it must be remembered
that both the experimental data and theoretical calculations were referenced
to 170°F which was not the sal'in free temperature) these same predictions
are repeated on Figure 150 where they are shown in comparison with data from
IM #2 and IM #3. The IM #2 data (N2-51) is comparable to Test A-12 of IM#3
since both were SFPI missions initiated from -65 0 F. The most obvious differ-
ence is in the initial stress levels. THVINC which uses an equilibrium modulus
value for the initial calculation shows the initial stress level to be essentially
zero. Part of the differences in the others are due to the initial temperature

-%differences. Another obvious difference between experiment and theory is in
the relaxation rate after the peak stress level has been reached. It was
postulated that perhaps part of this was due to the seemingly high initial stress
level. A THVINC calculation was made assuming a prestressed condition and
it can be seen from the code that the relaxation would be a factor from the

higher stress state is basically confirmed.

A better comparison between theory and experiment would be based
on the initial DMP-3 tests. Both gage aging and grain deterioration effects

would be minimum there. Such a comparison is shown on Figure 151. In
generalwe find similar trends with the gages showing higher induced stress on
the second peak than theory. It is again interesting to see the downward skew
in the gage curves which was seen in the parametric study to be a function of

liner thickness. In this figure, the data is presented in terms of induced stress
for easier comparison.

Since the gage data is known to be in error due to chemical aging, the
only alternative is to consider that the analysis is more accurate in describing
this type of loading condition. However, it is important to have some reliable
test data to verify the analysis. It should be noted that in the comparison
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of gage output and analysis in the forward end of IM #2 and IM #3, the results
were very favorable as presented in Figure 145 except for the prestress
phenomena. This information does give additional confidence in the analysis,
since the normal stress gages in the head end of IM #2 and IM #3 were notseverely chemnica-ly-aged because they did not experience the, extreme temp-
erature gradients as did the other gages.

Interpretation of the data is quite difficult because everything has
aged or changed. The gages have chemically aged, their zero points have
shifted, and their sensitivity have changed, The theory which is sensitive to
physical and thermal material properties as was discussed previously, model-

ing, liner modulus, liner thickness, conductivity as a function of time, and the
coefficient of thermal expansion as a function of time could be in error. Of
course,the possibility of the propellant post curing, hardening, shift in stress
free temperature and nonlinearity give added accumulation in error to calcu-
lated results which makes a precise interpretation of the data out of the
question. However, since the analysis and the gage data do path the same
(increase and decrease at the same time), gives this some confidence that the
analysis can describe aeroheating environments with the actual magnitudes of
the stresses being questionable. At this point, it has been concluded that the
gages have aged sufficiently especially in the center of the motor to discredit
their measurements in terms of magnitudes. It can be concluded from the
theory that an air launch environment imposed on a solid propellant rocket
motor does create a high stress state on the propellant grain. The severity
of the stress state is dependent on the aeroheat mission profile, grain configu-
ration,and failhire properties of the propellant. In the design of air launch
motors, the aeroheat environment should be investigated from a structural
standpoint to verify the design. Of course,with additional insulation in a
design the stress would greatly be reduced for a given aeroheat load. The
areas that seem to be potential modes of failure are grain termination, inner
bores, and bondline areas.

The effects of propellant aging in the data cover several areas such
as relaxation modulus shift, post curing, hardening,and surface effects. The
relaxation modulus shift does have some effect of the state of stress in the
motor. However, the age modulus from the dissected motor could only be
obtained from the center of the web. The most worked propellant from the
aeroheat cycling was at the bondline and at the inner bore. Therefore, just
using the determined aged modulus, the change only created small changes in
the stress levels. The post cure and handling of the propellant could explain
some of the high prestress reading of the gage output. Of course,the
measured prestress values are affected by the gage aging also.

The effects of failure in the instrumented motor will cause changes in
gage output. Especially the case-to-liner unbonding in the center of the motor
and at grain termination. After the unbending occurs,the gage response is
changed in magnitude but more noticeably in rate of increase or decay of
stresses. The bore cracking or crazing should lower the gage output at the
bondline. It would be the same as lowering the web fraction of the motor to
the depth of the deepest crack.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION -

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AEROHEAT SIMULATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES

An interesting exercise at the conclusion of an experimental program,
especially one in which new techniques have been applied, is to evaluate the
methods and procedures used, particularly in respect to their effectiveness for
obtaining the desired results. One particular aspect that merits such considera-
tion is the methods used in simu!ating the air launch environment. The blow
down type aeroheat facility, the separate conditioning chamber, and even the
basis of simulation are all aspects that might be evaluated. Alternate methods
of simulation as well as the exactness of simulation are in themselves an im-
portant topic for consideration. Such a discussion attacks theqquestioanas to
whether the structural loads induced by the aeroheat environment can be

~ successfully duplicated by simple equilibrium temperature cycling. What about
the measurement of the structural response to these -imulated loads? A
discussion of the worth of the instrumentation devices and techniques used for
making these measurements is indeed merited.

In considering the simulation of the aeroheat portion of the air launch
environment, one must recognize that exact simulation of the structural loads
requires exact simulation of the real time thermal history. The motor in captive

•E flight is aeroheated at a rate which is a function of the aircraft velocity, altitude
and flight path, The mode of attachment of the missile to the aircraft usually

*; assures that the heating rate over the motor will be non-uniform with the degree
of non-uniformity being a function of mission. In this study, the flight heating
parameters such as heat transfer coefficient (h) and adiabatic wall temperature

IV (Taw) were based on simple one-dimensional flat plate calculations and no
ZY allowance were made for non-uniformity over the motor. The basis for obtain-

ing a true simulation of the thermal loads in the motor is simply duplicating the
temperature history of the motor case. In general, one would like to control the
case temperature history by duplicating both the heat transfer coefficient and-
the adiabatic wall temperature such as done in this study; however, this may notL ~ always be possible and other methods must be used. In all cases, the same
basic criteria holds which on a simple one dimensional, quasi-steady basis is that

= h (Taw - Tw)

t where •t -instantaneous heating rate
h - heat transfer coefficient
Taw -adiabatic wall temperature

U . Tw - case wall temperature

for flight then

f h hf (Tawf wf
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and simulation -

hs s (Taw, Tws)

since the condition for a true simulation is

Tws = wf

at any given real time, then

(s /h) - Taw.. (qf/hf) Tawf

Therefore, it is obvious that the. correct wall temperature can be forced
by manipulating the heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall temperature if they
both cannot be fully simulated as done in the aeroheat facility used in the program.
A common technique for simulating an heating environment is the use of banks of
radiation lamps. Here the heat transfer coefficient is a constant and the wall
temperature is controlled by varying the lamp intensity. Since the mode of heat-
ing is radiative, the heating rate is quite sensitive to temperature change varying
as a function of the temperature to the fourth power. This type facility has the
advantage of being controlled electrically and thus providing very fast response to
desired changes in temperature. Relatively simple thermocouple initiated feed-
back control loops can be used to program a desired temperature time history.

Another method of simulation is to encase the motor in a coocoon
and recirculate hot air over ',e motor. The procedure is a hybrid between the
blowdown aeroheat facility and the radiative lamps. The mode of heat transfer is
convective with the heat transfer coefficient being near constant and the wall
temperature history being controlled by changing the air temperature. The major
disadvantage of this method is that the response to changing temperature is much
slower than either of the other two methods. This is an excellent method, how-
ever, when one has a very slow changing, long-duration-type flight profile to
simulate.

Other methods would include several which rely on the conductive
mode of heat transfer. For example, spray baths of some hot liquid such as oil
or water could be made to work but would be quite messy particularly using instru-
mented motors. Heating coils circulating hot water could be wrapped around
the motor. Electrical heating cable could also be used; however, this would be
considered very risky from a safety standpoint besides the possibility of picking up

the sixty cycles on the instrumentation if instrumented motors were being used.

Any evaluation of the aeroheat facility with respect to its usefulness
as a device for simulating the air launch environment must be done on the basis
of its intended use. In a program such as this which centers around studying the
aeroheat phenomena through the use of instrumented motors, this type of facility
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and simulation

4•s =s (Taw - Ts)

since the condition for a true simulation isT T
Tw3 =TWf

at any givcn real time, then

/11s ! - Taws = (4f/hf) - Tawj

Therefore,it is obvious that the correct wall temperature can be forced
by manipulating the heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall temperature if they
both cannot be fully simulated as done in the aeroheat facility used in the program.
A common technique for simulating an heating environment is the use of banks of
radiation lamps. Here the heat transfer coefficient is a constant and the wall
temperature is controlled by varying the lamp intensity. Since the mode of heat-
ing is radiative, the heating rate is quite sensitive to temperature change varying
as a function of the temperature to the fourth power. This type facility has the
advantage of being controlled electrically and thus providing very fast response to

desired changes in temperature. Relatively simple thermocouple initiated feed-
back control loops can be used to program a desired temperature time history.

Another method of simulation is to encase the motor in a coocoon
and recirculate hot air over Lae motor. The procedure is a hybrid between the

blowdown aeroheat facility and the radiative lamps. The mode of heat transfer is
convective with the heat transfer coefficient being near constant and the wall

temperature history being controlled by changing the air temperature. The major
disadvantage of this method is that the response to changing temperature is much
slower than either of the other two methods. This is an excellent method, how-
ever, when one has a very slow changing, long-duration-type flight profile to
simulate.

Other methods would include several which rely on the conductive
mode of heat transfer. For example, spray baths of some hot liquid such as oil
or water could be made to work but would be quite messy particularly using instru-
mented motors. Heating coils circulating hot water could be wrapped around
the motor. Electrical heating cable could also be used; however, this would be
considered very risky from a safety standpoint besides the possibility of picking up
the sixty cycles on the instrumentation if instrumented motors were being used.

Any evaluation of the aeroheat facility with respect to its usefulness
as a device for simulating the air launch environment must be done on the basis
of its intended use. In a program such as this which centers around studying the
aeroheat phenomena through the use of instrumented motors, this type of facility
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excels. This facility has all the necessary equipment in terms of air storage
tankage, valving and piping, heating and cooling, and data acquisition to be
efficiently utilized and provides an excellent capability for simulation of various
short duration, high performance, aeroheat missions. However this facility does
have its limitations, with duration being one. Long duration rmissions are
generally characterized by constant flight conditions and can well be simulated in
the conditioning box. There is a potential limitation in the inability to vibrate
simultaneously with, aeroheating. Vibration is an important part of the air launch
environment and a tr-,• simulation of the environment would of necessity includ'-
the combined effects. Inasmuch as the SALE program addressed only-the aero-
heat aspect of the air launch environment, the lack of vibrational capability
cannot be considered a facility limitation.

Various methods of simulating the aeroheat environment to achieve
true temperature-time histories have been discussed; however, suppose that a
true simulation cannot be made. What then is the effect of the mismatch? Can
an equilibrium cycle be derived which permits duplication of the peak aeroheatr stress and strain levels? The answers to both these questions became relatively
obvious during the early part of the program under the mission severity evalu-
ation phase. The levels of stress and strain induced by aeroheat as shown
previously in this report are direct functions of the heating rate and the thermal
and physical properties of the materials involved. In general, the faster the
case is heated, the higher the value of peak stress induced. However, this
peak level is controlled by propellant relaxation which, of course, is faster at

* .the higher temperatures. In other words, the faster the case is heated the
faster the case expands which loads the propellant at some rate. While this is
occurring heat is being transferred into the grain raising the temperature caus-
ing the stress to relax faster. The faster the heat is conducted into the grain the
quicker the stress will relax. The peak level attained becomes a compromise
between expansion rate of the case and the thermal conductivity of the propellant.
As materials are changed, or thickness of materials changed, the stress and
strain levels induced for a given aeroheat mission will also change. While all
this occurs in the vicinity of the case/liner/propellant interfaces, the inner
bore of a CP motor is essentially unchanged thermally or physically except for
the induced increase in strain. By the time the bore begins to heat, the stress
level has relaxed significantly- -possibly to a level below that existing prior to

K the aeroheat.

[ ~What this means in terms of aeroheat mission simulation is that the stress
and strain fields in a motor are unique to the heating condition. Mismatches in
heating rate can result in under tests o" over tests. Fortunately, the problem is
not as bad as it appears since the magnitude of the mismatch in stresses and

ii• strains can be approximated using THVINC. This allows one to evaluate his

simulation technique in view of his requirements. Further THVINC results
which have been confirmed phenomenologically by tht: results of this program
can be used to show that aeroheat stress strain fields cannot be reproduced
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through eqailibrium ,temperature cycling. This might be illustrated as follows:

Aeroheat
From Different Temperature

Equilibrium
Temperature

log V'oe2--•)
lgy )Failure Curve

Log E

The paths established by plotting the log of the normalized stress against the log
of the strain for a given aeroheat cycle initiated from different equilibrium temp-
eratures can be seen to be considerably different than the equilibrium temperature
path. It can be seen that any attempt to match the peak aeroheat cycle stress by
further cooldown of the motor to a lower equilibrium temperature results in a
gross mismatch in strain. Failures produced by the equilibrium cooldown would
n1ot be representative of the aeroheat type failure.

In order to reproduce the stress and strain levels induced by aeroheat
and/or reproduce the failure mechanisms, the simulation test method must
accurately represent the real time aeroheat environment. rhis conclusion is
based on the interrelationship between the heating rate and stress/strain level in
the motor. Inasmuch as each mission represents a different heating rate, it may
be possible to generalize or categorize missions with corresponding heating rates.
Now it would be possible to specify a certain number of cycles at a given heating
rate that a motor must be able to endure. Specification of the heating rate in
terms of degree F per second, duration, and initial case temperature would
permit rapid assessment of present simulation capability and define what added
capability is necessary. This would be advantageous in surveillance programs
where a simulation method unique to the motor under surveillance could easily
be set up on a semipermanent basis.

AEROHEAT FAILURE CRITERIA

Perhaps the most important objective of this program was to

establish failure criteria for the Maverick motor under aeroheating conditions.
Initially, the bond region was considered as the most likely site for a failure to
occur since aeroheating could be thought of as pulling, by thermal expansion,
the case from the grain. Results of the THVINC calculation made in the mission
severity analysis showed, however, that this would not be the case. Of course,
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THVINC was useful in showing only the structural response to the different aero-
heat loads and cannot predict the degree of degradatiozi 6f the physidai properties
in the bond region as a result of high temperatture cycllng. The results of that
analysis did show that the most likely failure Would occur ini the bore region
from overstress. These results also showed that'extreme overtesting had to-be
done if there was to be any hope of achievifig this failure. The calctilatibns in
themselves assumed over test since the bare motor case Was expbsed& directly
to aeroheat as opposed to assuming some effective insulation as is the case for
the real Maverick system. Even With the gross overtesting the results of the
uninstrumented motor tests were disappointing. They showed that failure could
not be achieved on the Maverick motor from aeroheating. The reason for the
apparent insensitivity to failure was probably due to two things: first, twe web
fraction of the motor was small resulting in low bore strain levels at equilibrium
condition; second the liner Which was 0. 060 inch thick apparently, because of its
good plasticity at low t~mperature, absorbs most of the strain induced by the case
expa; sion. Therefore, it appeareci that the program would be limited to a study
of the structural response from the aeroheat loading.

With the results of the uninstrumented motor tests having no failures, the
instrumented motor tests were begun. Needless to say, the unbond failure on .4
IM #2 was a considerable surprise- -particularly when this failure occurred on
the first SFPI test. Granted the web fraction of C. P. motors was greater resulting
in a higher bond stress than the Maverick design; however, the difference in bond
stresses should not have been enough to have caused the failure. Continued
cycling of that motor resulted in unbond occurring between liner and case extend-
ing forward from the aft end of the motor. This same aft end unbond was found
on the other two instrumented motors after being subjected to the SFPI aeroheat.
Therefore, all three instrumented motors, including IM #1 with the Maverick
grain configuration showed an aft end unbond failure which did not occur on either
uninstrumented motor. The gages did indicate a reason for aft end unbond by
showing that both high normal and shear stresses are induced there by aeroheat.
Further the gages were found to be usefi.l for detecting the beginning of unbond
and monitoring its growth. This was done by observing a decrease with repeated
testing of the induced and equilibrium values of shear stress and bore hoop strain
at the aft end. The reason for the aft end unbond could be rationalized as being
caused by shear induced from the aeroheat. While this is undoubtedly so, it
must also be pointed out that it is doubtful if this stress was high enough to have
caused an unbond unless the initial bond was extremely weak. Thus a failure
was induced by aeroheat that should not have existed and did not exist on motors
(UM #1 and UM #2) with a normal bond capabiliLy. A"

The reason for the poor bond on these motors is not known. Apparently
the cases were contaminated prior to lining in some manner which resulted in
spotty bonding of the liner to the case. The spotty nature of the bond was found
during dissection where in some locations the liner could be removed cleanly
from the case while in other locations the liner would tear before it would peel
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from the case. The unbond under the thermocouple slab in IM #2 appeared to

be one of those locations where the initial bond was extremely weak. This
failure like the aft end unbond failures should not have and would not have existed
with a good liner to case bond system. About. the only cause for contamination
that can be eliminated is contarmination occurring during instrumentation. The
cases were lined prior to gage installation and any contamination that may have
occurred would have effected the propellant to liner bond4 The propellant to
liner bond did appear good in the vicinity of, the gages when it inspected during
gage recovery.

The most notable motor failure in this program was the bore cracking
which occurred in IM #3. There is no doubt that the early unbond in IM #2
played a major role in negating any bore cracking in that motor. There is no
way to tell how much stress relief occurred at the surface of the bore because
of the aft end unbond on IM #3. The bore failure was induced by aeroheating but
compromised by unbonding; therefore, one is left with a confused picture of the
effects of repeated aeroheaf cycling on failure development. Basically, the
motor that exhibited the least unbond had the bore cracks which does confirm
to a sense that bore cracking would be the predominate failure mode in aeroheat
applications assuming, of course, an adequate bond system.

In considering the aspect of cycle life of the motor, one might develop two
conclusions. First, the cycle life, in terms of the number of aeroheat cycles
the motor can withstand without failure, of the Maverick motor is indefinite.
In other words, it appears, based on the uninstrumented motor tests, that the
Maverick motor cannot fail from the aeroheat loads. This considers that the
thirty-seven tests that UM #2 was subjected to are such gross overtests as to
be equivalent in terms of severity to probably hundreds of typical Maverick
aeroheat missions. Of course, any adverse effects due to vibration must be
considered in the final assessment of cycle life. The second conclusion is that
the CP analogues of the Maverick do have a finite cycle life when subjected to
these aeroheat missions. Inasmuch as the CP grains (IM #2 and IM #3) were
designed to have the same bore strain as existed in the fillets of star points of
Maverick grain, one would have expected cracking to have occurred in the
fillets of the Maverick grain. There was some degree of crazing noted in some
of the uninstrumented motors as well as in IM #1; however, this was barely
visible to the naked eye. There was no crazing in the fillets of UM #2. Since
the bore cracking was induced by aeroheating in the CP motors, and no effect
was noted on the Maverick configuration, there is some question as to the validity
of the design of the CP motors as analogue for the star configurations. The
design of the CP's were based on equilibrium conditions to match bore strains
which result, of course, in a mismatch of bondline stress. This condition of
higher bondline stress at equilibrium in the CP's would result when aeroheated
in much higher bore stresses and strains being induced than would have other-
wise occurred. This trend was noted when making some sensitivity studies
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using THVINC which confirms the value of such a computpr code. WVhat then
constituted an analogue for an equilibrium condition, is n an analogue under
transient thermal conditions. This is an important consideration on propellant
and motor development studies.

"In considering the application of these results to other motors, the
above discussion is most appropriate. The data obtained in this program are
unique to the motors tested. The data reflects the unbond failure and the bore
cracking as well as being compromised by gage instabilities. Therefore, there
is no direct application of these data possible to other motors or systems.
There are, however, aspects of týese data that may be considered and'extended
to other motors. The above point on the analogue motor is one. A'nother would
be the judicious use of a program such as THVINC to provide indications of
stress and strain levels for the transient thermal conditions under question. In
terms of failure, the results of this p-rogram show that the most probable
failure mode is bore cracking although unbond cannot be ruled out. The most
probable failure sites are regions of high bore hoop stress and high bondline
shear stress. Examinations of these sites with THVINC and plotting the path
on a failure boundary plot will provide an idea of the safety margin.

CONCLUSIONS

Some of the main points of the program have been summarized and

some conclusions drawn in the preceeding discussion. The intent here will be
to delineate pertinent conclusions as a function of topic area. Topic areas
which are covered include Aeroheat Environment and Simulation, Motor
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition, Structural Response Analysis, Failure
Criteria, and Program Evaluation. Comments are included where appropriate.

Aeroheat Environment and Simulation

o True simulation of an aeroheat mission requires the case
temperature-time history to be accurately duplicated.

0 Severity in terms of maximum stresses and strains induced
is a direct function of the rate of increase of case tempera-tu re.

0 The Thiokol aeroheat facility through plagued during the
early phases of testing by compressor problems proved to be
quite versatile in being able to simulate a wide variety of
missions and quite reproducible when repeating missions.

o The methodof installing the motor in the aeroheat test section
worked well. The time from when the conditioning box was
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F opened to when the most was installed, personnel cleared,
and controls set averaged approximately four minutes. A

•.ten minute duration was stanidardized'in the test progiriam to
allow for contingencies and still permit test to test dupli-

cation. This ten minute time period was exceeded in only

three tests out of the hundred conducted.

Motor Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

a The use of embedded gages did not have any adverse effect on
motor manufacture. Of course, routing of the lead wires
must bbe compatible with tooling.

0 The GFE gages used in this program were of poor quality which
compromised the results of the program. The normal gages
exhibited both zero and sensitivity shifts which occurred during
the test program. Out of nine shear gages furnished only three
one in IM #1 and two in IM #3, seemed to perform normally.
The output of the clip gages after installation in the motor

•; appeared to be non-linear. This Is adverse to the factory cali-

bration, therefore it may be due to the installation procedure.
In the future, every effort should be made to minimize any possi-
bility of material incompatibility.

0 The success of an instrumented motor test program can lie in the
frequency at which data is acquired. It is better to have an excess
of data points by more frequent acquisition than to try to rationalize
what happened if a rapid shift in gage output occurs.

o Gage calibration both in terms of gage response at various
motor temperatures (gage checkout tests) and motor cavity
pressurization are necessary for interpreting the gage data in
terms of potential damage cumulation.

o The thermocouple slabs installed prior to casting provided the
most consistant data obtained. Since such small thermocouple
wire (0. 005 in. diameter) was used, they were not visible in the
motor X-rays, but the base of the slab was. Fortunately, the
slabs had been X-rayed prior to installation and exact location of
junctions within the slabs could be found. To overcome the
potential problem of not being able to precisely locate thermo-
couple junctions, embedding lead shots for reference markers
when fabricating the slabs is highly recommended.
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The use of thermocouples installed in the vicinity of the gages to
provide a reference temperature measurement for data reduction
purposes is unacceptable for aeroheat testing. The reason for this
is the 'large radial thermal gradient that exists and the thermo-
couple junction may not be at the same radial location as the gage.

Structural Response Analyses

0 The structural response of a motor to aeroheat thermal loads can
be evaluated on a relative basis by use of THVINC. The accuracy

* of the calculation is a function of both the thermal and, physical
properties input as well as the rate of loading. This latter effect
would be due to the non-linearitles of, the system which becomei ~more pronounced as rate of loading is increased,.i

o Measurement of the structural response of these motors for the
various aeroheat missions was compromised by both gage
inadequacies and motor failures. Unfortunately the degree of gage
aging at any given time is not known. The beginning of failure can
usually be established for each motor. Consequently comparisons

between motors (IM #2 and IM #3) must be limited to the first few
DMP-3 tests. In general, both motors exh'bited similar trends,
but different magnitudes of induced stresses.

o Design of CP analogue motors for star configarations for transient
thermal testing should be done based on simI.lating the induced
stress and strain path as opposed to equilibrium strain values. An
analogue under equilibrium conditions may not be such in transient
environments.

o Comparisons of gage data with THVINC results cannot be made
without full consideration of the inadequacies in both the experimental
and analytical results. The trends predicted by THVINC were con-
firmed by the gage data; however, magnitudes cannot be confirmed
because of the zero shifts in the gage data. The usefulness of the
comparisons is, of course, in developing a physical interpretation
of the aeroheat phenomena.

Failure Criteria

o The most probable failure mode due to aeroheating a CP motor is '
bore cracking although unbond cannot be ruled out.

0 The most probable failure sites are regions of high bore hoop
stress and high bond line shear stress.
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Potential failure cites can be tentatively identified by conducting
a THVINC analysis of the motor for the candidate missions.
Plotting the induced stress against the induced strain on a failure
boundary plot will provide a basis for establishing margin of
safety.

o The unbond failures that occurred in the instrumented motors were
aeroheat induced; however, they should not and W6uld not hakve
ex~isted with a good liner to case bond system.

o The initiation of failure (e. g. bore surface cracks, or unbond) as

well as -the development of the failure over a massive regioncan
be~detected with the embedded gages. However, since the changes
in gage output are quite subtle as opposed to being abrupt, it may
not be possible,as it was not here,to interpret this data immediately
as reflecting initiation of failure.

Program

o Aeroheat is an important consideration in air launch motor design.
SI The results of this program show that very significant stress levels

can be induced by aeroheating. Prompt consideration of the
problem during design can lead to a motor properly insulated to
minimize the effects of aeroheat.

0 Satisfaction of the overall objectives of this program was corn-
promised somewhat by the gage problems. However, recovery of
the gages which was over and above the scope of the program
provided a positive assessment of gage aging which until this time

had been postulated, but never proved.

0 Much valuabl.- information can be obtained from an instrumented
motor programA. There are, however, various do's and don'ts.
The importance of periodic pressurization of the. loaded grain when
equilibrated at preselected temperature is considered a must.

0 Although unbond and bore cracking was induced in the CP analogue
motors by aeroheating, there appears to be no way of failing a
Maverick motor during captive flight.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

There are basically two types of recommendations that can be offered based
on the results of this program. The first considers the current instrumented
motor programs while the second considers what should be undertaken in the
future. Recommendations which may be helpful on current programs entail the
use and interpretation of gage data are as follows:

o The current practice in instrumenting motors is to pressurize
motor car wu to 30-50 psi at different temperatures prior to
loading tr, provide -, final check on normal gage sensitivity and
establish reference zeros for all gages as a function of temper-
ature. This process should be repeated after core removal at
least at ambient temperatures. This preovides baseline data for
subsequent comparisons.

0 Periodically the instrumented motor should be pressurized at

V the same conditions as the baseline to determine if the response

is the same. Changes in response can be caused by either gage
aging or propellant aging. If gage aging is suspected, the data
can be reduced based on sensitivities derived from these
pressurization data.

0 Record data in a manner that a complete history can be construc-7 ,ted. Propellant relaxation phenomena differs little from unbond

or bore cracking with respect to gage readings.

Based on the results of this program and consideration of the overall air launch

environment, the following recommendations are offered:

o The use of instrumented motors for accessing the structural
and failure response of air launch motors to the air launch en-
vircnment should be continued despite the problems encountered
with gage aging in this program.

o The interaction between gage and surrounding propellant should
r be reexamined now with advent of new 2-D and 3-D stress codes.

The differences in interaction phenomena between equilibrium
and dynamic loading conditions should be examined in particular.

I Calibration techniques now in lse consider only equilibrium one-
dimensional load. The effects of non-uniform and dynamic loads

should be investigated and appropriate calibration techniques
developed.

0 Survcillance programs for air launch motors should incorporate
thermal cycling tests with both the rate of change of temperature
and temperature levels selected to reasonably simulate the
expected flight environment.
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